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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF MANITOBA 

Thursday, 7 April, 1983. 

Time - 2:00 p.m. 

OPENING PRAYER by Mr. Speaker. 

PRESENTING PETITIONS 

MR. SPEAKER, Hon. J. Walding: The Honourable 
Member for lnkster. 

MR. CLERK, B. Remnant: Mr. Speaker, the Petition 
of the Society of Management Accountants of Manitoba, 
praying for the passing of An Act to amend The Society 
of Management Accountants of Manitoba Act. 

MR. SPEAKER: Reading and Receiving Petitions . 
Presenting Reports By Standing and Special 
Committees . . . 

MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS AND 
TABLING OF REPORTS 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Natural 
Resources. 

HON. A. MACKLING: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I have a further 
report in respect to the spring runoff outlook, 
particularly highlighting the Dauphin-Swan River area. 

The Water Resources Branch indicates that the March 
31 st snowstorm has significantly raised the flood 
potential on streams flowing off the Riding Duck and 
Porcupine Mountains. Storm precipitation in the area 
ranged from 20 to 40 millimeters of water. Over bank 
flows are likely to occur on the Valley River, and the 
Wilson River, and on most smaller streams flowing 
eastward off the Duck Mountain. As well, shoreline 
flooding of low-lying areas surrounding Dauphin Lake 
is probable. The degree of flooding will depend to a 
large extent on the nature of the breakup. If there is 
a rapid snowmelt or significant additional precipitation, 
flooding could be severe. However, if the snowmelt is 
slow and there is no further precipitation, flooding would 
be minimal. 

A fast melt and some additional precipitation likely 
would result in some flooding on the Little 
Saskatchewan River, the Oak River, Birdtail Creek, the 
Whitemud River, the Turtle River, the Vermilion River, 
the Shell River, the Swan River and on many other 
smaller streams whose headwaters are in the Riding, 
Duck and Porcupine Mountains. 

The Branch indicates that run-off has not yet fully 
begun in the Riding, Duck and Porcupine Mountain 
areas. A close check will be kept on the run-off and 
flood potential of these regions. Further reports will be 
issued if flood prospects change significantly. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Lakeside. 

MR. H. ENNS: I thank the Honourable Minister, Mr. 
Speaker, for his statement. It's not new to Manitobans 

that these kind of statements include a lot of "ifs" -
if the weather stays a particular way and temperatures 
stay a particular way, or if we should get greater 
amounts of precipitation. 

I'm assuming, Mr. Speaker, although the First Minister 
doesn't note, particularly inasmuch as much of the 
flooding forecast here has to do with the area in the 
northwestern part of our province, which involves the 
Shellmouth control structure, that structure is being 
operated as it was designed to operate, to pond as 
much water as possible and release water at its 
appropriate times. I perhaps will have some questions 
for the Minister in that during the question period. 

I take advantage, Mr. Speaker, of responding to the 
Minister in his statement. I note that he makes no 
comment at all about potential flooding problems on 
the Icelandic River, where in fact where two illegal 
structures, dams, have been built on around the Peguis 
Indian Reserve. I'm assuming that its deletion from any 
mention in the report that the branch is monitoring 
that situation and that indeed it's under control. I've 
had several occasions to remind the Honourable 
Minister that it's a cause of concern to many of the 
surrounding residents, as indeed it should be a cause 
of concern to the residents of the Peguis Indian Reserve, 
should those earthen structures that were put up last 
fall fail under the pressure of high water. Again, Mr. 
Speaker, I may wish to ask the Minister some further 
questions on that during the question period. 

MR. SPEAKER: Ministerial Statements and Tabling of 
Reports . . . Notices of Motion . . . Introduction of 
Bills . .  

INTRODUCTION Of GUESTS 

MR. SPEAKER: Before we reach Oral Questions, may 
I direct the attention of honourable members to the 
gallery where there are 19 students of Grade 5 standing 
from the Marion School, under the direction of Miss 
Chomichuk. The school is in the constituency of the 
Honourable Minister of Health. 

There are 110 students of Grade 9 standing from 
the Edmund Partridge Junior High School under the 
direction of Mr. Penner, Mrs. Harvie, and other teachers. 
The school is in the constituency of the Honourable 
Minister of Cultural Affairs. 

On behalf of all of the members I welcome you here 
this afternoon. 

ORAL QUESTIONS 

Garrison Diversion Project 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Turtle 
Mountain. 

MR. B. RANSOM: Mr. Speaker, my question is to the 
First Minister. 

I'd like to ask the First Minister if arrangements have 
yet been completed for a joint parliamentary group to 
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visit Washington to lobby against the Garrison Diversion 
Project. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable First Minister. 

HON. H. PAWLEY: No, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. B. RANSOM: Well, Mr. Speaker, a supplementary 
to the First Minister. Has this possibility been discussed 
with the Federal Government, the Department of 
External Affairs, in recent days? 

HON. H. PAWLEY: Mr. Speaker, it would be more 
appropriate for the Minister responsible for Resources 
to respond to that question and give the honourable 
member more detailed information. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Natural 
Resources. 

HON. A. MACKLING: Mr. Speaker, I have had occasion 
to meet with the Minister of External Affairs and the 
committee, and with me were colleagues. At that 
meeting in Ottawa we discussed a further delegation 
to Washington. 

The principle of a further delegation has been agreed 
upon. The timing of the visit and the exact numbers 
of the delegation are something that we have to further 
discuss. At the present time we're not sure as to the 
appropriate timing of a visit to Washington. We'll be 
determined on that by the best advice that our legal 
advisor in Washington gives. 

Insofar as the composition of the delegation, that is 
a matter that has to be discussed further with the 
Federal Government and the key Ministers there. 

MR. B. RANSOM: A supplementary then to the Minister 
of Natural Resources, Mr. Speaker, can he advise the 
House when that meeting took place? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Natural 
Resources. 

HON. A. MACKLING: Mr. Speaker, I'm not certain 
whether or not it will be necessary to have a meeting 
in Ottawa. I think arrangements will be endeavoured 
to be made by telephone. 

MR. B. RANSOM: Perhaps the Minister didn't hear 
the question, Mr. Speaker. The question was, when did 
that meeting to which he referred take place? 

HON. A. MACKLING: About two weeks ago, Mr. 
Speaker. 

MR. B. RANSOM: A further question then, Mr. Speaker, 
to the First Minister. In view of the fact that the Minister 
of Natural Resources has since that time been the 
subject of a strongly-worded protest from the United 
States Embassy regarding that Minister's involvement 
in a demonstration in front of the United States 
Consulate on March 23rd, does the First Minister believe 
that the interests of Manitoba will be well served by 
having the Minister of Natural Resources part of that 
delegation going to Washington? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable First Minister. 

HON. H. PAWLEY: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 

Judge Jewers Report on lotteries 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for La 
Verendrye. 

MR. R. BANMAN: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have a 
question which I direct to the Minister in charge of 
Lotteries and would ask him if he could inform the 
House when he expects to have the final report on 
Lotteries by Judge Jewers? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Mr. Speaker, the best 
information that I can share with the House is that I 
have been discussing this with Judge Jewers a week 
or so ago. They're in the final draft now; there was 
some information that they were still waiting for. I think 
that they've had to issue a summons to get the proper 
information. I might say that the Act, if this is not known 
yet, has been proclaimed and a board is being named 
now. 

MR. R. BANMAN: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary 
question to the same Minister. In light of the fact that 
the new Act has now been proclaimed and a new board 
has been put in place, can the Minister assure this 
House that the new board and the guidelines 
established several years ago, which allows only 12 
casinos to be licenced in Winnipeg, that that particular 
guideline will stay and that we will not see a proliferation 
of lotteries in this province and casinos under this new 
board? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: That, Mr. Speaker, is a question 
of policy and the policy will be announced in due course 
to the House. 

MR. R. BANMAN: Well, in light of the fact, Mr. Speaker, 
that the policy with regard to the licencing of casinos 
in this province is established by Cabinet and by the 
Minister, would he be able to tell the House what kind 
of guidelines he has given the new board? In other 
words, has the new board been instructed to operate 
under the old guidelines of 12 casinos in this province, 
or is the Minister intending to opening that up and 
expanding that particular casino avenue in this province. 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Mr. Speaker, until there is a 
new policy or the policies are announced, we're still 
going under the same guidelines we have been. 

Peguis Indian Reserve - flooding 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Lakeside. 

MR. H. ENNS: Mr. Speaker, I direct a question to the 
Minister of Natural Resources and I ask him, further 
to his statement with respect to flooding potential in 
the province, is he satisfied, or is the Water Resources 
Branch monitoring the situation on the Fisher River at 
the Peguis Indian Reserve? 
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MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Natural 
Resources. 

HON. A. MACKLING: Yes, Mr. Speaker, earlier on this 
week I indicated through the report that I gave that 
the flood prospects in most of the province were 
favourable. There were some areas of concern and I 
highlighted those in the report that I gave. In the 
Interlake area there is less flooding concern. That's not 
to say, as the honourable member pointed out in his 
reply to my earlier statement, that those reports are 
not subject to qualifications. In the event that there is 
any significant precipitation or any unusual weather 
conditions develop, there could be significant problems. 
However, based on the advice that the department has 
given, the amount of precipitation that has taken place, 
the snowmelt and so on, the Interlake area is relatively 
favourable. 

MR. H. ENNS: I thank the Minister for that response 
but, Mr. Speaker, I asked the Minister what is being 
done to remove the illegal dams that are blocking the 
normal passage of water on the Fisher River? Mr. 
Speaker, if any other citizen threw a dam across a 
stream or river in Manitoba, he would be dealt with, 
with some dispatch. As long as those dams are in place, 
they are in difficulty and I ask the Minister, what is the 
Minister, what is this government doing about removing 
those illegal dams, that as long as they're in place, are 
a potential hazard not only to the residents of the Peguis 
Indian Reserve but also to neighbouring residents? 

HON. A. MACKLING: Mr. Speaker, the same question 
was asked by the same member in this House on a 
previous occasion and I gave him a full answer then. 
! don't like to be repetitive, but I will. If the honourable 
member wants to hear again that we have written to 
the Federal Government. The darns in question have, 
in fact, been installed in areas of the reserve itself. We 
have no automatic right-of-entry onto reserved land, 
but we have taken the matter up with Ottawa. We are 
awaiting word from them. We have had direct 
consultation with the Chief and Band members. We 
have reviewed the matter of a potential flooding and 
we have taken steps to ensure that should any flooding 
occur we're in a position to deal with the matter swiftly. 

MFI. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Lakeside. 

MR. H. ENNS:  Mr. Speaker, I just remind the 
Honourable Minister that the same Band and the same 
Indian Chief, threatened to build those dams when I 
was last Minister of Natural Resources and I made it 
plain, very clear to them that those dams would not 
be built. I would have moved in the army. 

I'm asking the Minister, what is he doing to remove 
those illegal darns? They are a danger to not only the 
Band themselves but to the surrounding community. 

Flood Forecast 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Roblin
Russell. 

MR. W. McKENZIE: I thank you, Mr. Speaker, I have 
a question for the Honourable Minister of Natural 
Resources. 

I'm wondering, Mr. Speaker, because of the fact that 
the Valley River, the Wilson River and the Shell River 
are all mentioned in his release today, if his staff were 
in there sitting down with the municipalities in the area 
and helping them discuss the possibilities that do exist. 

I note that the Assiniboine River is not mentioned 
in the release. Due to the problems we've had in the 
past with the Shellmouth Dam flooding, I wonder if the 
Minister could - especially the municipality of 
Shellmouth - have his staff contact them and alert them 
to some of the problems that they could face this spring. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Natural 
Resources. 

HON. A. MACKLING: Mr. Speaker, the Assiniboine 
River flood condition I reported on earlier as well. I 
indicated that there could well be some minor flooding 
in some areas but it wasn't indicated in that report 
that there would be any significant problem in the area 
of Manitoba that the honourable member refers to, in 
the northwest portion of the province where the 
Assiniboine flows in from Saskatchewan. That did not 
appear to be a problem area. 

I will certainly ask staff to look at that in respect to 
the state of readiness of municipalities to deal with the 
problems. Staff in the Department of Natural Resources, 
and staff in the Emergency Measures office have a 
comprehensive plan. They've reviewed that. The 
municipalities are the first resource that people turn 
to and then our department plays backup to the needs 
of the municipalities. 

MR. W. McKENZIE: I thank the Honourable Minister 
for those comments, Mr. Speaker. But I ask him then, 
this plan then is in the hands of the municipalities that 
I'm referring to, Grandview, Gilbert Plains, Hillsburg, 
or those that are affected from the Wilson and the 
Valley Rivers. The plans that are available, they have 
copies of them? 

HON. A. MACKLING: Mr. Speaker, when I refer to plans 
I'm advised that my department and Emergency 
Measures Organization have reviewed the details of all 
of the arrangements for backup in respect to municipal 
needs when emergencies arise in respect to flooding 
or other disasters. 

Brandon Auction Mart - Beef Income 
Assurance Program 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Arthur. 

MR. J. DOWNEY: Mr. Speaker, I have a question to 
the Acting Minister of Agriculture or the Minister of 
Co-op Development who is in charge of the co-operative 
movement in Manitoba. 

In view of the fact - and I know it was raised yesterday 
in question period, Mr. Speaker - that one of Manitoba's 
largest farm co-ops is indicating that the recently 
implemented Beef Program in Manitoba has put severe 
pressure on that farmer-owned co-op's investment in 
Brandon, that quite a lot of the business is now being 
lost to a state-operated marketing organization, will 
the Minister of Co-op Development make representation 
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to his Cabinet colleagues and to the Beef Commission 
to lay out the case that it is, in fact, the farmers-owned 
organization that are losing money; and that, in fact, 
there will be many jobs lost as has been indicated; and 
that it is not in the best interests of the farm movement 
or in the historical pattern of farmers' operating co
ops and investing with confidence in them, will he make 
representation to protect the investment the farmers 
have in that co-operative movement? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Highways. 

HON. S. USKIW: Well, Mr. Speaker, I would like to 
mention the fact that the Minister of Agriculture did 
deal with this issue the other day in the course of the 
Estimates debate I believe, and indeed in the course 
of question period previously, but I will draw again 
attention of this problem to the Minister of Agriculture, 
Mr. Speaker. 

MR. J. DOWNEY: Well, Mr. Speaker, my question is 
directly to the Minister of Co-op Development. Will he 
make representation to his Cabinet colleagues and the 
Beef Commission as a representative of the co
operative movement in Manitoba, so that the investors 
which are farmers who own those facilities, Mr. Speaker, 
will he make representation so that there is a fair and 
equitable representation made on behalf of those farm 
co-operative movements, directly to the Minister of Co
op Development? 

HON. S. USKIW: Mr. Speaker, the Minister of Co-op 
Development is not present. I would suggest that 
message can be conveyed to him as well. 

Oil Exploration 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Turtle 
Mountain. 

MR. B. RANSOM: Mr. Speaker, my question is to the 
Minister of Energy and Mines. 

Can the Minister of Energy and Mines advise the 
House whether or not Manitoba Mineral Resources has 
been involved in any way with oil exploration, either 
on its own or by way of joint venture, at any time during 
the last year? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Energy 
and Mines. 

HON. W. PARASIUK: To make sure, Mr. Speaker, I'll 
take that question as notice. 

Criteria for Appointments to Boards 

MR. B. RANSOM: A question to the First Minister, Mr. 
Speaker. 

Over a year ago, I placed a written question on the 
order paper simply asking the First Minister if he could 
provide the House with the criteria used in the selection 
of persons for appointments to boards and 
commissions. 1 ·have been assured on several occasions 
that this information would be forthcoming, both by 
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the House Leader and by the First Minister. Since the 
First Minister continues to make appointments to 
boards and commissions, I assume he has some criteria 
by which he is working. Will the First Minister advise 
the House when he will provide an answer to that written 
question? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable First Minister. 

HON. H. PAWLEY: We will be providing that information 
shortly. I must indicate we've been somewhat inhibited 
by the fact that we are unable to ascertain any previous 
criteria that was used by the previous Conservative 
Government for the Province of Manitoba, from 1977 
to 1981. 

MR. B. RANSOM: Mr. Speaker, my question had to 
do with the NOP Government, of which the Member 
for Selkirk is the First Minister. Had he asked the 
question four years ago he would have had an answer 
before now. We would not have allowed a year to pass 
before that happens. 

A supplementary question to the Minister of Labour, 
Mr. Speaker. The Leader of the Opposition placed an 
Order for Return on the - (Interjection) -

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. The Honourable First 
Minister. 

HON. H. PAWLEY: On a point of order, I think it's 
necessary that you - (Interjection) -

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. The Honourable First 
Minister on a point of order. 

HON. H. PAWLEY: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
The member appears to have asked a question, then 
raced on to a secondary question. I don't know, indeed, 
Mr. Speaker, whether you recognized it simply as a 
speech on the part of the honourable member, which 
I think is contrary to the rules of this House, that 
speeches be granted and then followed up by speakers 
to another member. I look to you for some guidance, 
Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. I would hope that all 
members would familiarize themselves with the extract 
from Beauchesne that I circulated in the recent past 
and that they would guide their actions accordingly for 
question period. 

The Honourable Member for Turtle Mountain. 

MR. B. RANSOM: Mr. Speaker, I certainly apologize 
for any deviation from the rules brought on by the First 
Minister choosing to go beyond the question which was 
asked to it. 

Civil Service Selection Boards - Order for 
Return 

MR. B. RANSOM: My question to the Minister of 
Labour, Mr. Speaker. The Leader of the Opposition filed 
an Order for Return during December, I believe, having 
to do with the composition of Civil Service Selection 
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Boards. Since the Civil Service Estimates will be before 
the House within the next few days, will the Minister 
of Labour assure the House that we will have that Order 
for Return prior to her Civil Service Estimates being 
dealt with? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Labour. 

HON. M. DOLIN: Mr. Speaker, I'm sure the member 
is aware of how much time it takes to gather such 
information as was requested in this particular Order 
for Return. Staff has a lot of work to do. They will get 
to this Order for Return when they have the time, and 
it will be brought to this House in due course. 

MR. B. RANSOM: A supplementary to the Minister of 
Labour, Mr. Speaker. Does the Minister think that it 
will be possible for the opposition to adequately deal 
with her Estimates of the Civil Service Commission 
without information as vital as this? 

HON. M. DOLIN: Mr. Speaker, the particular item under 
discussion, I believe, is selection committees. I might 
point out to the member that the newsletter sent out 
by the Civil Service Commission - by the way, this is 
within my responsibility as Minister of the Civil Service 
Commission, not Minister of Labour - the last issue of 
their newsletter which is called "Inside Outlook" had 
a very complete and extensive explanation of how these 
selection committees are chosen and the rationale 
behind them. It explained to every civil servant that we 
have exactly how this is done and I'm sure the members 
can avail themselves of that diagram and complete 
explanation, so that they can understand, too, how we 
choose selection committees. 

MR. B. RANSOM: A further supplementary to the 
Minister of Labour. Mr. Speaker, our Order for Return 
had nothing to do with any sort of information that the 
Minister might be putting forward. In the interests of 
being able to deal with her Estimates in a forthright 
and expeditious manner, will the Minister undertake to 
file that? Will she attempt at least to have that 
information filed prior to her Estimates either 
commencing or at the very least prior to her Estimates 
being completed? 

HON. M. DOLIN: Mr. Speaker, for the third time around, 
I explained very carefully in a response to the Leader 
of the Opposition when that Order for Return was 
accepted that it was a lengthy procedure and it would 
take time to gather the information. That answer still 
stands. 

MR. B. RANSOM: A further question to the Minister 
of Labour, can she advise the House approximately 
how many Civil Service selection committees there are 
have been, or how many civil servants have been hired 
into the government during the past year? 

HON. M. DOLIN: Mr. Speaker, the specifics in answer 
to that question will be available certainly during the 
Estimates of the Civil Service Commission. I don't have 
that number with me today. 

Jobs Fund - allocation of funds 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for La 
Verendrye. 

MR. R. BANMAN: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Yesterday 
I asked the Minister of Labour whether or not the funds 
for the advertising campaign which her department is 
conducting were coming from the Jobs Fund? In other 
words, the advertising that they were doing, promoting 
the Jobs Fund, whether or not those funds were coming 
from that total Jobs Fund? Could she tell us today 
whether or not that indeed is the case? 

HON. M. DOLIN: Mr. Speaker, part of any program is 
dissemination of information. It is important that we 
get information to every business, to every farm, to 
every possible group of employers who wish to 
participate with us in providing jobs for Manitobans. 
We will do whatever is necessary and, of course, the 
money will come from the allocations involved in 
promoting and activating those programs. We will do 
whatever we feel is necessary to create jobs for 
Manitobans. That is our goal and that's what we will 
do. 

MR. R. BANMAN: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the Minister 
could inform the House why she, yesterday, then refused 
to answer the question in the Legislature and said it 
would be more properly dealt with by an Order for 
Return or during the Estimates, then walked outside 
the door and answered the question to a reporter that 
asked her the same question. 

HON. M. DOLIN: Mr. Speaker, I think that is a very 
unfair question. There was no amount given to any 
reporter. I have never given an amount of money spent 
from any fund on a particular advertisement or on any 
kind of brochure or advertising. 

Removal of Dead Farm Animals -
operators 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Northern 
Affairs. 

HON. J. COWAN: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. On April 
5th, the Member for Emerson asked me a question 
respecting the exact number of operators in the 
business of removing dead farm animals. I took it as 
notice and indicated to him that I would respond to 
him when I had detailed information. - (Interjection) 
- This is to inform . . . 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. The Honourable Member 
for St. Norbert on a point of order. 

MR. G. MERCIER: On a point of order, the Minister 
said he had detailed information, Mr. Speaker, I wonder 
if he might simply table the information or send it over 
to the Minister. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Northern 
Affairs. 

HON. J. COWAN: I'm sorry, if I left the inference that 
by being detailed it would be lengthy, it is not. I was 
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only awaiting for some calm on the other side so that 
the Member for Emerson could listen to the question 
and hear the answer in case he wanted to follow-up 
on it. 

This is to inform him that there are currently eight 
operators in the business of removing dead animals 
in the province. We understand that there are four other 
"private collector services" who service their local areas 
and use the bone-meat directly in animal feeding. 
Further to that, there are two rendering plants in the 
City of Winnipeg and one rendering plant in Brandon 
which will accept dead animals under certain 
circumstances but they do not offer a pickup service. 

Careerstart Program 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for St. 
Norbert. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Speaker, a further question to 
the Minister of Labour. In view of the fact that I have 
received complaints from a number of people in 
municipalities who have just received the package of 
information about the Careerstart Program, and in view 
of the fact that the Minister's large ads do not contain 
any indication as to when the applications have to be 
filed, but the Minister has established April 15th as the 
final date for filing of applications for benefits under 
that program and that, Mr. Speaker, is only one week 
from tomorrow, can the Minister now confirm that date 
of April 15th will be extended? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Labour. 

HON. M. DOLIN: Mr. Speaker, I've answered that 
question on an almost daily basis in this House. It is 
under consideration and I will announce a new date, 
if that is our decision, as soon as I have it. 

Appeal re Murder charge - Sansregret 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Speaker, a question to the 
Attorney-General. Could the Attorney-General advise 
the House if he intends to appeal the sentence handed 
down within the last day or so to a young man by the 
name of Sansregret? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Attorney-General. 

HON. R. PENNER: The practice in the department, as 
the Honourable Member for St. Norbert probably 
recalls, is that there is a Review Committee - senior 
officials in the department, the Deputy Attorney
General, Director of Prosecutions, Senior Crown 
Prosecutor - they will be meeting in regular session, 
I believe, before the end of this week. I am advised 
that one of the cases which will be reviewed is the case 
referred to; I will be advised of the recommendation 
that they propose to make. It has been my practice to 
follow the recommendation made by the Review 
Committee, although in extraordim�ry circumstance it 
would be open to myself as Attorney-General to reverse 
or not to accept such recommendation. But I will wait 
to hear what fhe recommendation is and, if necessary, 
make any further announcement to the House. 

Alcan Aluminum Project 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Energy 
and Mines. 

HON. W. PARASIUK: Mr. Speaker, on April 5th in my 
absence, the First Minister took as notice questions 
regarding Alcan and I'd like to inform the House that 
meetings have taken place between senior officials of 
my department and Alcan almost two months ago and 
that further meetings are tentatively scheduled for some 
time in May depending upon whether in fact the 
schedules of the senior Alcan officials and myself can 
be worked out. It will be towards the end of May or 
some time in June, so further meetings are being 
scheduled for discussions with Alcan. 

Further, another question was asked as to whether 
in fact Alcan is picking up options of land in Manitoba, 
and as far as I can tell they aren't. I certainly checked 
into any type of land dealings of Alcan or any other 
companies in Manitoba. 

Another question was raised with respect to 
investments indicating that somehow there was left the 
impression that Alcan was undertaking an immediate 
investment of some $2 billion in Quebec and that isn't 
the case, although they have a very large investment 
there of plant which is a bit obsolete and in fact causing 
some pollution problems, so it has always been part 
of Alcan's long-term plans to modernize that facility, 
the one at Jonquiere that is presently creating 
environmental problems, and that has always been part 
of their long-term plan and that, may in fact, be carried 
out over the next two decades. It's been on their books 
and has been discussed for some time in the past -
I'd say over the last 10 years. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Lakeside. 

MR. H. ENNS: Mr. Speaker, I thank the Honourable 
Minister for responding to those questions that I put 
to the government two days ago. Will the Minister simply 
confirm, seeing as how he is obviously keeping abreast 
of what Alcan is doing, that in fact, Alcan is increasing 
capacity substantially, along with modernization in the 
Province of Quebec? 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Energy 
and Mines. 

HON. W. PARASIUK: Mr. Speaker, directly to that 
question, I'd like to quote from the Annual Report of 
Alcan which said that they brought their third and final 
57-ton-a-year potline at Grande Baie. They completed 
it at the end of 1982 and it was ready for production. 
However, the third line, like the second line, which was 
completed in 1981, will not be brought into production 
until the demand for aluminum improves. 

So they were in the middle of a construction program, 
the depression was so deep, Mr. Speaker, that they, 
in fact, have not brought into production plants that 
they built in 1981 and 1982. So we'll have to wait for 
some period of time until the demand increases 
significantly, so that they will bring in those plants into 
production. Yes, we have been keeping close tabs. It 
indicates that right now they have a surplus capacity 
for the production of aluminum. 
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MR. H. ENNS: Mr. Speaker, I'm sure if the Honourable 
Minister reads further from that same report, he'll note 
that the President, Mr. Colver, says that 1985 looks 
like a great year for the aluminum industry and Alcan 
is gearing up to take advantage of it. Now we're talking 
about a five, six, seven year span to get something 
going and I simply ask the Honourable Minister . . . 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. The Honourable 
Government House Leader on a point of order? 

HON. R. PENNER: Well, for the last two days the 
Member for Lakeside has thought that he's quite able 
to take advantage of question period and give speeches 
instead of preambles and you've ruled so often that 
supplementaries should be proceeded by at most a 
simple, perhaps one sentence, preamble. I would again 
ask that you make clear to the House, if you so will, 
Sir, what the practice is with respect to supplementary 
questions. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Lakeside 
to the same point. 

MR. H. ENNS: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I've always been one 
to acknowledge your judgment in these matters. I've 
also been in this House for a little while, somewhat 
longer than the Honourable House Leader of the 
Government, the Attorney-General, to know that it is 
the job and the responsibility of the Speaker to call 
individual members to order from time to time, as they 
sometimes fall out of order and, Sir, I know that has 
happened on occasion with me. So I prevail upon you, 
Sir, to call me to order from time to time, as I know 
you will, Mr. Speaker, as I know you will. 

Now I would like to proceed with my question to the 
Honourable Minister, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. 

MR. H. ENNS: My question is simply this . 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. I'm sure that the 
honourable member has sufficient experience, as he 
has noticed, in order to be able to restrict himself to 
the requirements of Beauchesne. 

The Honourable Member for Turtle Mountain. 

MR. B. RANSOM: Mr. Speaker, are you ruling that the 
Government House Leader has a valid point of order? 

MR. SPEAKER: I'm not sure whether it was in fact a 
breach of any rule that we have in this House or of 
Beauchesne. I simply remind the honourable member 
that a question may contain a preamble, that it should 
be couched in terms of one sentence, and that a 
supplementary question should not need a preamble. 

The Honourable Member for Lakeside. 

MR. H. ENNS: Well, Mr. Speaker, just between you 
and me, I want you to know that I always take your 
admonishments very seriously, and I'll remember them. 

My question to the Honourable Minister of Energy, 
you know, he is well aware that the kind of project that 
was being planned are indeed a decade in the making 

- seven, eight years. My question is, that same report 
that he is .. . 

SOME HONOURABLE MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. The Honourable 
Government House Leader on a point of order? 

HON. R. PENNER: The Member for Lakeside says that 
he will remember what you have told him. His memory 
span appears to be shorter than that of a two-week 
old infant. - (Interjection) - Yes, that's right. He didn't 
say for how long he'd remember it. Apparently his 
memory is not that long or his attention span. I think 
the matter should not be treated lightly. I don't often 
rise on a point of order during question period. -
(Interjection) - Be careful you could have the Minister 
of Natural Resources doing . . . 

SOME HONOURABLE MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

HON. R. PENNER: But at times it becomes necessary, 
and I did it because it was necessary. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Turtle 
Mountain to the same point. 

MR. B. RANSOM: Yes, on the same point of order, Mr. 
Speaker, I think it is improper for the Government House 
Leader to interrupt the member asking a question in 
order to launch an insult against that member. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Lakeside 
may complete his question. 

MR. H. ENNS: A simple, straightforward question, Mr. 
Speaker. Will the Minister of Energy confirm that the 
Alcan Aluminum Company of Canada will be spending 
$2 billion in the Province of Quebec in the next two 
decades? 

SOME HONOURABLE MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. Order please. The 
Honourable Minister of Energy and Mines. 

HON. W. PARASIUK: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to indicate 
that over the next two decades in Manitoba, I'm quite 
certain that we will have many billions of investment 
taking place within this province. When one tries to 
look at investment patterns over two decades, one gets 
very speculative. The previous government was being 
very speculative as it came into an election campaign, 
Mr. Speaker. It used a lot of public taxpayers' money 
to, in fact, publicize their speculations, Mr. Speaker. 

What we are doing, Mr. Speaker, is we are proceeding 
to try and make sure that we can develop the best 
developments for Manitoba, despite the fact that we 
have had a very deep recession. There may be those 
types of developments in Quebec, there may not be; 
it's hard to say, Mr. Speaker. To answer that would be 
to speculate, I certainly wouldn't want to speculate on 
the developments that take place in other provinces. 

What has happened from the report, and this is from 
the report, is that the Chairman of the Board indicates, 
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"In the light of current conditions, we are cutting capital 
expenditures wherever possible" and this is a direct 
quote from the report. "Some projects have been 
postponed. The Manitoba Smelter Project, for example, 
while others have been stretched out." That is the quote 
directly from the Annual Report and that indeed is the 
story that exists, Mr. Speaker. - (Interjection) - That's 
not what the opposition is trying to put across, that is 
not what they're trying to put across, Mr. Speaker. 
They're taking something completely out of context 
and trying to say that something is happening in Quebec 
right at this time that isn't happening in Manitoba, Mr. 
Speaker, and that is not true at all. 

MR. B. RANSON: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Turtle 
Mountain on a point of order. 

MR. B. RANSOM: In reference to Beauchesne, Citation 
358, dealing with Oral Questions, "Answers to questions 
should be as brief as possible, should deal with the 
matter raised and should not provoke debate." 

I suggest, Sir, that the sort of answers that we have 
been getting from the Ministers opposite, such as the 
Minister of Energy and Mines, are clearly in violation 
of that Citation. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister of Health on 
the same point. 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Yes, on the same point of order. 
It's also said, Mr. Speaker, that in putting the question 
the member must confine himself to the narrowest 
limits. In making a question and observation which might 
lead to debate cannot be regarded as coming within 
the proper limits of a question. 

MR. SPEAKER: I thank both honourable members. 
They were correct and I would hope that answers should 
not provoke any further debate from the House. 

The Honourable Member for Sturgeon Creek. 

Order for Return No. 1 2  

MR. F. JOHNSTON: Yes, Mr. Speaker, m y  question is 
to the Attorney-General. Last year the government 
accepted an Order for Return, No. 12. I've been given 
to understand by the Minister of Economic Development 
that it's ready, or nearly ready, and I would like to ask 
the Minister, the Attorney-General, or House Leader 
when that will be tabled in the House? I certainly hope 
he could answer the question without insulting me. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Attorney-General. 

HON. R. PENNER: Mr. Speaker, I find it unnecessary 
to insult the honourable member. 

The Order for Return requested the names of 
individuals who had received loans from the 
government, individual loans. It's tr\,le that the Return 
has been prepared and is in my possession. 

I am considering the legal position of the government 
before I file H in terms of the privilege of those 
individuals. When I have satisfied myself that we are 

not, in fact, unintentionally, but nevertheless breaching 
the privacy of those individuals such that we might be 
subject to a suit, I will then, having satisfied myself of 
the legal position, either file or not file, but certainly 
I will advise the House if there is a decision not to file 
of what the legal opinion is. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. 
The time for Oral Questions has expired. 

COMMITTEE CHANGES 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for Riel. 

MRS. D. DODICK: I have a committee change for 
Agriculture; I would like the Minister for Municipal Affairs 
replaced with the Member for The Pas. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for La 
Verendrye. 

MR. iR. BANMAN: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to make some 
changes on the Law Amendments Committee - the 
Member for Lakeside for the Member for Arthur; the 
Member for St. Norbert for the Member for Virden; 
and the Member for Roblin-Russell for the Member for 
Emerson. 

ORDERS OF THE DAY 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Government House 
Leader. 

HON. R. PENNER: Yes, Mr. Speaker, before moving 
the motion on Supply, I'd just like to advise the House, 
first of all, that according to the notice, as circulated, 
Law Amendments is meeting at 8 o'clock this evening. 
In accordance with that I've consulted with the 
Opposition House Leader and . 

A MEMBER: Unusual. 

HON. R. PENNER: Well, not as unusual as you're led 
to believe. And by leave, asking the leave of the House, 
that this evening, rather than have the members in 
difficulties with respect to too many committee 
meetings, it would be the intention, by leave, to have 
Health Estimates continue in the House, Labour 
Estimates would not continue, but Law Amendments 
would take place as announced. 

I would therefore move, Mr. Speaker, seconded by 
the Minister of Energy and Mines, that Mr. Speaker do 
now leave the Chair, and that the House resolve itself 
into a Committee to consider of Ways and Means for 
raising of the Supply to be granted to Her Majesty. 

MR. SPEAKER: It is moved by the Honourable 
Attorney-General and seconded by the Honourable 
Minister of Energy and Mines that Mr. Speaker do now 
leave the Chair and the House resolve itself into a 
Committee to consider of the Supply to be granted to 
Her Majesty. Is it agreed? Agreed and so ordered. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for River 
East. 
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MR. B. RANSOM: There seems to be some indication 
that the Government House Leader moved that the 
House resolve itself in the Committee of Ways and 
Means. 

Perhaps the Government House Leader should 
correct the record then, if that was the intention because 
there's a strong indication here that he actually said 
Ways and Means. 

HON. R. PENNER: No, I said the Committee of Supply 
to - (Interjection) - Well, if I did, and the Member 
for Tuxedo is so quick and pays so much attention that 
he may be right, may I correct the record. 

It was my motion, or I intended to move that the 
House resolve itself into a Committee of Supply to 
consider of the Ways and Means for the raising of 
Supply, or whatever the words are. 

They used to give these pieces of paper. 
Well, Mr. Speaker, just for the record because I may 

have erred, even Homer nodds it is said, that Mr. 
Speaker do now leave the Chair and the House resolve 
itself into a Committee to consider of the Supply to 
be granted to Her Majesty. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. 
That was the question that was put to the House 

and resolved in the affirmative. The House is now in 
Committee of Supply. 

CONCURRENT COMMITTEES OF SUPPLY 

SUPPLY - LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT 
SERVICES 

MR. CHAIRMAN, C. Santos: Committee, please come 
to order. 

In order to facilitate our proceedings, initially I'd like 
to make it clear that there is a basic principle in 
administration that accountability should be 
commensurate with authority; therefore, no one should 
be held accountable for anything of which the person 
has no authority. I understand that there is a separate 
budgetary item for the Jobs Fund and it will come in 
due course of time. Therefore, all substantive questions 
about the Jobs Fund would be relevant at that time. 
It is not fair for the Minister of Labour to be held 
accountable for anything about which she has no 
authority. 

We are now on budget Item 3.(a)(1). 
The Member for St. Norbert. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, the difficulty we have 
is that the Minister of Labour in this government doesn't 
want to be responsible for job creation. 

Mr. Chairman, we went through a number of items 
when last we spoke on this appropriation, and we 
received no information whatsoever from the Minister 
with respect to the number of jobs to be created by 
two projects which have been approved under the Jobs 
Fund. The Minister did say, Mr. Chairman, that she was 
prepared to discuss under this item, inasmuch as is 
included in this appropriation, money for four people 
to monitor the Jobs Fund. She was prepared to discuss 
a job creation project under the Jobs Fund which 
involved her department. 

So my first question, Mr. Chairman, to the Minister, 
in view of the fact that her opening statement on Page 
8 in which she said that "In addition, $3 million of our 
ongoing job creation initiatives have been transferred 
into a central fund also controlled by the Department 
of Finance," the Minister confirmed that the $3 million 
she is referring to are the monies allocated to the 
Careerstart Program for young people. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Minister of Labour. 

HON. M. DOLIN: This is money that would have been 
used in our budget for some form of job creation for 
youth, as summer students, as we did last year. It was 
deemed wise to put that money into the central fund 
and to redesign a program and request from the fund 
an initial grant of $3 million since that's about what 
was spent in previous years. I have made it clear 
throughout that $3 million is an amount that can be 
added to, if need be. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, would the Minister 
not then confirm in view of the fact that the $3 million 
was transferred from her departmental budget into the 
Jobs Fund to make the Jobs Fund appear to be more 
than it really is? Would she confirm that the 
advertisements for the Careerstart Program that say, 
the Jobs Fund makes it happen, do not represent indeed 
the true facts, this is an ongoing program? 

HON. M. DOLIN: From the start, Mr. Chairman, we 
have never said that the $200 million is all new money. 
We have never said that. What we have said is that 
we need to be able to co-ordinate, to monitor, to 
centrally administer this entire fund. We need to know 
what is going on in all aspects of job creation, so that 
we can be constantly aware of where we need to target 
our efforts. That kind of co-ordination is only possible 
if you centralize the fund. 

To these monies, that were transferred from some 
departments into this central fund administered by the 
Department of Finance, were added additional monies. 
We could have reduced our deficit. We decided what 
was more important was creating jobs for Manitobans. 

MR. G. M E R CI E R :  Mr. Chairman, in view of the 
Minister's statement that this Jobs Fund is not all new 
money, I thank her for making that acknowledgment. 
Could she confirm how much of the Jobs Fund is not 
new money? How much is being transferred from other 
departments? 

HON. M. DOLIN: This question directly relates to the 
Jobs Fund and would be an appropriate question which 
would be answered under that appropriation. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Minister of Natural Resources. 

HON. A. MACK LING: On a point of order, Mr. Chairman, 
that information was already given by the Minister of 
Finance when he introduced the Budget. - (Interjection) 
- Yes it was. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for St. Norbert. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Well, perhaps the Minister of Natural 
Resources will give us the figure then? 
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HON. A. MACKLING: It's a matter of public record. 
In the Budget Speech, the Minister of Finance indicated 
something like $100 million of the total of $200 million 
are monies that otherwise would be in various programs 
that are being brought forward and put under that 
heading. It's a matter of public record. That's in the 
statement that he made during the Budget Speech. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, I thank the Minister 
of Natural Resources for making it clear then that one
half of the Jobs Fund is not any new money at all, is 
not any new initiative at all, and that what we are 
involved here in and all of this advertising of the Jobs 
Fund is 50 percent incorrect when the department says 
in their ads that the Jobs Fund makes it happen. 

HON. A. MACKLING: I'm being quoted out of context. 
I indicated that approximately one-half was 
discretionary, it's discretionary spending within 
departments. That doesn't mean to say that it would 
ordinarily have been spent. 

HON. M. DOLIN: This is out of order. Point of order. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: A disagreement between two 
members is not a point of order. 

HON. M. DOLIN: I would like to raise a point of order, 
Mr. Chairperson, . . . 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, would the Minister 
not then confirm in view of the fact that the $3 million 
was transferred from her departmental budget into the 
Jobs Fund to make the Jobs Fund appear to be more 
than it really is? Would she confirm that the 
advertisements for the Careerstart Program that say, 
the Jobs Fund makes it happen, do not represent indeed 
the true facts, this is an ongoing program? 

HON. M. DOLIN: From the start, Mr. Chairman, we 
have never said that the $200 million is all new money. 
We have never said that. What we have said is that 
we need to be able to co-ordinate, to monitor, to 
centrally administer this entire fund. We need to know 
what is going on In all aspects of job creation, so that 
we can be constantly aware of where we need to target 
our efforts. That kind of co-ordination is only possible 
if you centralize the fund. 

To these monies, that were transferred from some 
departments into this central fund administered by the 
Department of Finance, were added additional monies. 
We could have reduced our deficit. We decided what 
was more important was creating jobs for Manitobans. 

MR. G. M E R CIER: Mr. Chairman, in view of the 
Minister's statement that this Jobs Fund is not all new 
money, I thank her for making that acknowledgment. 
Could she confirm how much of the Jobs Fund is not 
new money? How much is being transferred from other 
departments? 

HON. M. DOLIN: This question directly relates to the 
Jobs Fund and would be an appropriate question which 
would be answered under that appropriation. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Minister of Natural Resources. 

HON. A. MACKLING: On a point of order, Mr. Chairman, 
that information was already given by the Minister of 
Finance when he introduced the Budget. - (Interjection) 
- Yes it was. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for St. Norbert. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Well, perhaps the Minister of Natural 
Resources will give us the figure then? 

HON. A. MACKLING: It's a matter of public record. 
In the Budget Speech, the Minister of Finance indicated 
something like $100 million of the total of $200 million 
are monies that otherwise would be in various programs 
that are being brought forward and put under that 
heading. It's a matter of public record. That's in the 
statement that he made during the Budget Speech. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, I thank the Minister 
of Natural Resources for making it clear then that one
half of the Jobs Fund is not any new money at all. is 
not any new initiative at all, and that what we are 
involved here in and all of this advertising of the Jobs 
Fund is 50 percent incorrect when the department says 
in their ads that the Jobs Fund makes it happen. 

HON. A. MACKLING: I'm being quoted out of context. 
I indicated that approximately one-half was 
discretionary, it's discretionary spending within 
departments. That doesn't mean to say that it would 
ordinarily have been spent. 

HON. M. DOLIN: This is out of order. Point of order. 

M R .  CHAIRMAN: A disagreement between two 
members is not a point of order. 

A MEMBER: Right. 

MS. M. PHILLIPS: I would like to raise a point of order, 
Mr. Chairperson. Is it my turn? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Wolseley. 

MS. M. PHILLIPS: Thank you. We already clarified at 
the beginning of this discussion that the details of the 
Jobs Fund were not up for discussion at this committee 
meeting, and for members on both sides of this table 
to start into an argument about the specifics about the 
Jobs Fund, I think, is totally out of order in this context. 
I think we should get back to the line-by-line discussion 
on the Estimates of the Department of Labour and 
Employment Services. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: May I remind again the members of 
the committee that speeches, according to Rule 64(2), 
"Speeches in a Committee of the Whole must be strictly 
relevant to the item or clause under discussion." 

The Member for St. Norbert. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, 
for keeping this whole matter on track, because we're 
talking about expenditures for four employees in this 
appropriation who are monitoring the Jobs Fund, its 
effectiveness, how many jobs it's created and now we 
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have confirmed for us that one-half of the $200 million 
Jobs Fund is composed of programs which have been 
ongoing in various departments throughout this 
government. That's why, Mr. Chairman, we prefer to 
call this the "Jobs Fraud Fund."  

Now, Mr. Chairman, I believe with respect to  this 
Careerstart Program, could the Minister advise the costs 
of the advertisement and public relations involved in 
the newspaper a dvertisements that have been 
appearing in, at least, the Winnipeg Free Press? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister. 

HON. M. DOLIN: First, Mr. Chairperson, the half and 
half figure being touted by the members of the 
opposition at this point is not accurate. Secondly, the 
details of the Jobs Fund, whether it has to do with 
programs within it or the amount of money allocated 
to the Jobs Fund, is not appropriate under this particular 
part of the Estimates and I will not enter into debate 
on that or answer questions on it until the appropriate 
time. Thirdly . . . 

MR. D. ORCHARD: A point of order, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: May I interrupt? What is the point 
of order? 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Mr. Chairman, the Minister has just 
indicated that the information that my colleague has 
indicated that one-half the money of the $200 million 
Jobs Fund was from existing programs and is not new 
money. The Minister indicates that is not a true 
statement. That is the statement of her Minister of 
Natural Resources, a Cabinet colleague of this Pawley 
Government. Is she indicating that the Minister of 
Natural Resources misled this committee? 

HON. M. DOLIN: To the same point of order, Mr. 
Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That's not a point of order. It's a 
disagreement between members of the committee. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: No, it's a disagreement within 
Cabinet. 

HON. M. DOLIN: He's trying to make something out 
of it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It doesn't make it a point of order. 
The Honourable Minister. 

HON. M .  DOLIN:  As I was saying before I was 
interrupted, the details of the appropriations with the 
Jobs Fund and the absolute accuracy of those figures 
will be given to the members under that appropriation. 
Indications of approximations can be made here as 
people branch out in their discussions under the 
Minister's Salary section of the Estimates. However, 
specific questions as to advertising within the Jobs 
Fund, allocations to particular programs within the Jobs 
Fund. are not appropriate to be asked here and will 
not be answered here. They will be answered under 
the Appropriation 29, Jobs Fund. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, the Minister on 
Tuesday evening indicated she was prepared, at least 
in one area, to give us some answers and that was 
with respect to the Careerstart Program because it was 
an ongoing function of her department. So I'm asking 
her, Mr. Chairman, what the cost of advertising is for 
this particular program? 

HON. M. DOLIN: Correction, Mr. Chairman. I did not 
say it was an ongoing function of my department. 

MR. G. MERCIER: The Minister in her opening remarks 
on Page 8, said it was $3 million of her ongoing job 
creation initiatives was transferred into a central fund. 
She has confirmed that the $3 million is being used 
for the Careerstart Program which has been a 
continuing program for employment to youth. I'm asking 
her the costs of advertising the program. 

HON. M. DOLIN: If the member would read that 
carefully and would read the Budget Address of my 
colleague, the Minister of Finance, he would understand 
that there were dollar amounts transferred. The 
indication that that exact amount would be spent, or 
on what it would be spent, was certainly not determined. 
It was a money transfer. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, would the Minister 
answer the question, what is the cost of advertising 
for the Careerstart Program? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Minister may answer if it is within 
her responsibility. If it's not and it is beyond her 
responsibility, there is always time for everything under 
the sun. It will come when the item, Jobs Fund, comes 
up. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Is the Minister refusing to answer 
that question? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Will the Minister reply, if she wishes 
to? 

HON. M. DOLIN: The point I have made over and over 
again is, that it is not appropriate for me to discuss 
expenditures from the Jobs Fund during my Estimates. 
The expenditures and the Jobs Fund are not within 
these Estimates. The expenditure for advertising for 
the program that you refer to, Careerstart, was made 
from the Jobs Fund. 

Now, we could do this very piecemeal and every 
Minister as they go through their Estimates could add 
a little bit of information here and a little bit of 
information there and you would not have the complete 
picture that you will have when we discuss these 
Estimates, rationally and in totality, during Appropriation 
29. I believe that it's the appropriate place to do it. I 
believe that is what other Ministers will also tell you 
as we go through these Estimates. 

We have given a high profile to the Jobs Fund 
Estimates debate. We didn't need to do that, but we 
felt it was important that you have all the details, the 
entire picture, and you have it together and at the same 
time. 

Now, certainly, I do have the information. There is 
nothing that we are trying to keep secret, but it is 
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appropriate that it be dealt with under that particular 
appropriation. I don't intend to answer questions about 
Natural Resources. I don't know those answers, 
although of course they would be available to me. I 
don't intend to answer questions from the Department 
of Health; the same rationale and logic exists here. We 
will discuss these programs, their costs and all the 
details that the members wish to question us on during 
Appropriation 29. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Lakeside. 

MR. H. ENNS: Mr. Chairman, I find the Minister's 
response incredible. Part of the reasons why we gather 
more informally in Committee of the Whole, particularly 
in the committee in Room 255 with staff available to 
her, staff at her elbows as it should be, to provide the 
kind of information that the Honourable Member for 
St. Norbert is asking for. 

The Minister can say and be as cute as she likes to 
be about what particular appropriation this question 
may or may not be raised under, but we are certainly 
talking about jobs. We're talking about how that relates 
to her department, the Department of Labour; she 
certainly is not shying away from the major responsibility 
in providing those jobs. Certainly, it is the Department 
of Labour that is placing the ads. She just indicated 
a few moments ago that she has that information. What 
is so wrong about asking a fairly technical question as 
to the advertising costs of promoting a program? 

I know that when I ask the Honourable Minister of 
Natural Resources what the Department of Natural 
Resources is spending for particular advertising 
programs that are geared to inform the hunters or other 
wildlife concerns throughout the province, I will get those 
answers. I simply can't understand the Minister digging 
in her heels on this particular issue. She may not wish 
to talk about the entire Careerstart Program if she wants 
to, but this is a very specific question that my colleague 
is asking. I think it is on the line-by-line consideration 
because we are talking about the salaries of four people 
who are involved in the Careerstart Program. I can't 
think of a more appropriate place for the Member for 
St. Norbert to ask this question. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We are considering Item 3.(a)(1) 
entitled Employment Development and Youth Services, 
Employment Development, Salaries. 

HON. M. DOLIN: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. The salaries 
are not under discussion. What is under discussion is 
an advertising cost. That ad was not placed by the 
Department of Labour and Employment Services; it 
was placed by the Jobs Fund. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Thompson. 

M R .  S. ASHTON: Mr. Chairman, I was getting 
somewhat confused about which item we were on. I'm 
glad you just clarified that. We're talking about the 
Employment Development and Youth Services Branch. 
We're not talking about the core funding for the Jobs 
Fund; we're not talking about advertising for the Jobs 
Fund. The opportunity to discuss that will be later. 

I was wondering if the Minister could perhaps just 
reiterate exactly what we're discussing here. For the 

last two days, the members of the opposition seem to 
have had some difficulty with that; either they have 
forgotten or they just don't care what we're discussing. 
My understanding is it's the Employment Development 
Branch and Youth Services which has some honouring 
role; some co-ordination role with the Jobs Fund but 
that is the extent to which it goes. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for St. Norbert. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, the Minister said that 
the advertisement for the Careerstart Program was 
advertised by the Jobs Fund. I want to table, for the 
record of this committee, Mr. Chairman, an 
advertisement from the newspaper in which at the 
bottom of the ad it is stated, "Department of Labour 
and Employment Services, the Honourable Mary Beth 
Dolin, Minister." 

MR. H. ENNS: Now, who's placing the ads? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister. 

HON'" M. DOLIN:  Mr. Chairman, programs are 
administered by departments. Information is given by 
departments. Programs within the Jobs Fund will be 
administered b}' many departments, Urban Affairs, 
Northern Affairs, Labour and Employment Services. 
Many departments are going to be involved. Natural 
Resources is going to be involved as well in 
administering programs. 

If the program is administered under Natural 
Resources, I am certain people do not want to call 
Labour and Employment Services to get an answer. 
They need to go to the department that is administering 
the program. 

Monies to administer that program will be transferred 
from the Jobs Fund, to the department as it needs to 
expend those monies, to administer the program or to 
do whatever it is that's involved in the program. 

The Jobs Fund is the co-ordinating group, the co
ordinating fund for these activities. I would truly request 
that the members get back to the line-by-line discussion 
of my Estimates. 

If they wish to discuss the jobs of the people involved 
in this I will be happy to repeat again the entire job 
description, as I gave them the other night, and we will 
talk about what these people are doing. That is the 
only appropriation that's within my line-by-line 
Estimates. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Does the Department of Labour 
and Manpower administer the Careerstart Program? 

HON. M. DOLIN: Yes, it does. - (Interjection) - That's 
right. It's Employment Services. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: And that's the appropriation we're 
under. 

MR. G. MERCIER: We're on Employment Development 
and Youth Services. 

HON. M. DOLIN: But you said the Department of 
Manpower. It's the Department of Employment Services. 
I'm helping you. 
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MR. G. MERCIER: We're under this appropriation. 
We're discussing people who are monitoring the 
effectiveness of the whole job creation program so I 
disagree completely with the Minister. We should be 
able to discuss the job creation aspect of any project 
under the Jobs Fund. She has been unable to give us 
any answers at all whatsoever. 

She had said the other night she would at least 
discuss the Careerstart Program administered by her 
department and we're asking questions about this 
particular program and we're entitled to know, Mr. 
Chairman, what the cost of advertising that program 
is, and we have a lot of other questions we want to 
ask about this program. 

This is a program, Mr. Chairman, supposedly one of 
a series of programs as part of a war on unemployment, 
and we have the spectacle of the Minister of Labour 
refusing to answer questions to how many jobs are 
created under these projects, refusing to answer 
questions as to some details of a program that her 
own department administers. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Minister of Natural Resources. 

HON. A. MACKLING: Mr. Chairman, surely one can 
appeal to fair play at a committee hearing. The Minister 
has indicated that there is a separate line for Jobs 
Fund. That Jobs Fund involves program that will involve, 
not only the Department of Labour, it will involve many 
departments of government. 

True, there are staff within the Department of Labour 
who will be involved in assisting that program but there 
will be full reporting to this committee - to this 
committee - of all of the activities of the Jobs Fund 
and that report will be there. There is nothing that the 
members will not be entitled - no information that is 
sought, that if it's available will not be withheld from 
the committee, including costs of advertising, numbers 
of people involved. All of that information will be made 
available when those Estimates are before us. 

Now surely we're not going to be here listening to 
questions put to this Minister about the costs and the 
numbers of people involved in every one of these 
programs that is being administered under the Jobs 
Fund. Because if we want to do that, as the Minister 
has pointed out, we're going to here a long long time. 
There are many many numbers of individual programs 
involved. There is a separate line in the Estimates and 
when we get to that, that will be dealt with in full. Now 
surely the members can understand that, accept it and 
we can get on with the Department of Labour's 
Estimates. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Tuxedo. 

MR. G. FILMON: Mr. Chairman, I believe, and I think 
that it's becoming more and more evident as the 
Minister of Labour and her colleagues rush to attempt 
to make their points that there's a deliberate attempt 
to prevent us from discussing the legitimate aspects 
of the concerns and responsibilities of this department. 
With all due . . .  

MR. CHAIRMAN: That's an imputation of motive. 

MR. G. FILMON: Well, Mr. Chairman, I'll . . .  

MR. D. ORCHARD So this is a political forum? 

MR. G. FILMON: What is the motive that I've imputed, 
Mr. Chairman? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I just made an observation - go 
ahead. 

MR. G.  FILMON: Okay, well, thank you for your 
observation, Mr. Chairman. Having been a Chairman 
of these committees, I realize that it's difficult to resist 
getting involved in the discussion and one is very 
severely handicapped from getting involved in such an 
interesting discussion, but thank you for the 
observation. I'll carry on. 

By preventing us from discussing these legitimate 
issues, Mr. Chairman, I believe that the Minister and 
her colleagues are simply going to prolong what appears 
to be a painful deliberation and discussion for them, 
because we have to get at the information one way or 
another. As an opposition, we're very limited in our 
means of getting at the information. Our only forum is 
through this sort of review and analysis of the Estimates. 
If the Minister insists on trying to prevent us from getting 
at the information, we will have to simply be patient. 
It will take longer, it may be more difficult for all of us 
involved, perhaps more painful and perhaps a little more 
frustrating, but we will get at the information, Mr. 
Chairman. And I just simply, for your benefit, want to 
read what, in the Minister's Estimates, indicates to us 
that this must be the right place. 

We're dealing with Item 3. Employment Services and 
it says, "Undertakes various activities which contribute 
to the development of the province's human resources, 
specifically: program development, co-ordination and 
monitoring of provincial employment and job creation 
activities; and employment development activities for 
youth and other specific target groups." I believe the 
Careerstart Program falls within the purview of that 
description, and I believe it's legitimate for us to ask 
for information on it here. I cannot understand why the 
Minister will not answer the question. If she answers 
it here, Mr. Chairman, we will not have to ask it again 
under Appropriation 29. It will simply reduce the time 
spent on Appropriation 29 and I speak from experience, 
Mr. Chairman. 

SOME HONOURABLE MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Tuxedo has the floor. 

MR. G. FILMON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The sooner 
that the Minister comes clean and puts forward the 
information, the sooner we will allow her to go and put 
her feet up on her desk and carry on with the other 
activities that she has in the administration of her 
department. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Thompson. 

MR. S. ASHTON: Mr. Chairman, the more I listen to 
this discussion, the more I'm amazed. I've been involved 
in various organizations before and I've seen the way 
in which those organizations function. One of the key 
points that is respected in any organization is the 
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agenda, is the order in which items are discussed, and 
that is the principle that is really being questioned by 
the members of the opposition at the present point in 
time. 

They had been asking questions in regard to the 
Jobs Fund in general; they've been asking questions 
in regard to a specific program; they've been asking 
questions related to two specific items - both advertising 
and core funding. This item is neither. It is not a core 
funding item; it is not an advertising item; it is a Salaries 
item of a number of employees who are given the 
responsibility of program development, as the Member 
for Tuxedo fully knows, of co-ordination and of 
monitoring. 

Now, if they want to talk about that specific function, 
I believe that would be in order, but to talk about 
advertising, to talk about core funding, as the members 
opposite are doing, is clearly out of order. I would really 
hope that they would not take that mistake on their 
part and then trying to impute motives on the part of 
the Minister. All the Minister is trying to do is to follow 
the agenda and follow the Estimates as set out, and 
she has indicated she's quite willing and other members 
of the Cabinet are quite willing to answer these 
questions at the appropriate time in the Estimates. I 
can't see anything more reasonable than that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There is a system for everything 
under the sun. 

The Member for Pembina. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Mr. Chairman, I want to pose to 
you, as Chairman of the committee, a question and I 
would hope that you will provide guidance to the 
committee as to how we would proceed. But let's make 
the assumption, Mr. Chairman, that we passed (a), (b), 
(c), (d), (e) . . .  

HON. M. DOLIN: Consider them passed. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Okay, we passed them all and, Mr. 
Chairman, and when you called for the passing of the 
Resolution 1 06, which deals with the entire 
appropriation, could we ask and expect questions on 
any and all items contained from Items (a) to (e)? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Pembina was not 
here when I stated the basic principle that no one should 
be held accountable for anything for which he is not 
responsible. Accountability should be commensurate 
with authority. If the Minister of Labour has authority 
over any of the activities, it's the responsibility of the 
Minister of Labour to reply. 

The Member for Pembina. 

SOME HONOURABLE MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. H. ENNS: Once again we're with the Chairman, 
he's right on. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Then I 
would assume to avoid the kind of traumatic experience 
that the Member for Thompson is having about us not 
being on exac

.
tly the right line to ask about advertising, 

that the scenario could develop that we pass (a) through 
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(e) and you, Mr. Chairman, would allow us, before you 
pass Resolution 1 06, to ask any and all questions. If 
the advertisin g  for the Careerstart Program was part 
of anything from (a) to (e), we could ask the question 
on ii at that time and the Minister would give us the 
answer, if she had it, or she could refuse to tell us 
because she doesn't know what's going on. Am I 
correct, Mr. Chairman? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Anything that can be asked under 
the item can be asked under the resolution, but nothing 
that can be asked under the item can be asked under 
the resolution. Speeches in the Committee of the Whole 
must be strictly relevant to the item or clause under 
discussion. If we follow the Rules, we will facilitate our 
proceedings; if we don't, then there will be hindrances 
along the way. 

The Member for lnkster. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Well, Mr. Chairman, I'm not finished 
with my line of questioning. 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Pardon me. The Member for 
Pembina. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Now, 
Mr. Chairman, under Item (a)(1 )(a), which is the one 
we're on right now, I assume, and in that the Minister 
has indicated that she has four staff which are 
monitoring the Jobs Fund, could the Minister indicate 
whether any of those four staff monitor the advertising 
that she puts out under her departmental signature 
and her, as Minister responsible? 

HON. M. DOLIN: Any of the advertising that I put out 
as Minister of Labour and Employment Services? No. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Then, Mr. Chairman, would the 
Minister be so kind as to tell us who monitors the 
advertising that she puts out, such as the advertisement 
we just tabled 10 minutes ago in this Committee on 
Careerstart, where is that monitored by her staff? 

HON. M. DOLIN: I would draw the member's attention 
to a press release regarding the program that he is 
referring to. It says, "Jobs Fund Creates Careerstart 
Program." That's the headline; that's where the money 
comes from; that's where it will be discussed. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Mr. Chairman, Careerstart is funded 
by the Jobs Fund. Where is it administered? 

HON. M. DOLIN: It is administered in the Department 
of Employment Services. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Well then since we're o n  
Employment Services, are questions not appropriate 
to the Minister about the Careerstart Program? She's 
been chastising us that we can't ask her to explain 
jobs created in the Jobs Fund in the Natural Resource 
Department, we have to ask the appropriate Minister. 
If she is the appropriate Minister, will we be allowed 
and permitted to ask the Minister questions on the 
Careerstart Program? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What sayest thou, Madam Minister? 
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HON. M. DOLIN: The appropriation for Careerstart 
does not appear as a line in my Budget. It is therefore 
not a part of the Labour and Employment Services 
Estimates. I realize that a Jobs Fund and the co
ordination of such is a departure from the tradition of 
the past, and particularly for the tradition of the past 
government, but it is a new way of doing things. We 
believe it's a better way of doing things. I would hope 
that the members would remember all of their questions 
and ask them in the appropriate place. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Where is the appropriate place to 
ask questions about the Careerstart Program? 

HON. M. DOLIN: Appropriation 29, Jobs Fund. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: But yet, did not the Minister just 
tell us a few minutes ago that Employment Services 
of her department administers the Careerstart 
Program? 

HON. M. DOLIN: I am also responsible for the Civil 
Service Commission and I don't hear anyone asking 
questions about the line-by-line Estimates in that. You 
apparently understand that those questions should 
come under that appropriation. I fail to understand why 
you can't accept that the appropriations for Jobs Fund 
are different than this Appropriation 11. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Mr. Chairman, the Minister either 
didn't tell us the proper procedure last Tuesday night, 
or she isn't telling us the proper procedure now, because 
she told us that if we want details on various 
announcements of projects undertaken by funding from 
the Jobs Fund, that we must ask the Minister whose 
department the funding is part of. 

She just told us five minutes ago that Careerstart is 
administered from her department and now she's telling 
us we can't ask her questions about Careerstart, that 
we have to wait for the Jobs Fund? And I want to 
correct the Minister, it isn't Appropriation 29, it's 
Resolution No. 145. 

HON. M. DOLIN: I think it is important for members 
to understand that we think they will receive the most 
information and in the most logical sequence by having 
the questions asked and answered in the presence of 
all Ministers who administer programs within the Jobs 
Fund. 

It is our intent to have all Ministers present for that 
Estimates' questioning and they will be able to provide 
you with complete information on all of these programs. 

I happen to wear two hats here, one is that the 
department administers programs under the Jobs Fund, 
and the other is that my department is responsible for 
the personnel who administer and monitor this entire 
Jobs Fund. If you wish, as I said before, to ask questions 
about the specific salaries and so on of that personnel, 
I will be happy to answer it. 

It is much more important to be able to give you a 
complete picture and, unlike the members are saying, 
it is not to keep information from you, it's to share with 
you the complete picture of the Jobs Fund at that time 
with all people responsible present so that nothing is 
left out. The Premier, as the Chairperson of the 
Committee, will also be present at that discussion. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Mr. Chairman, the Minister has just 
made an absolutely absurd statement. She has just 
told us that the Careerstart Program that she took 
great pains to announce as an initiative under her 
department, under Employment Services . 

HON. M. DOLIN: No. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: . . . in the House, she announced 
it in the House. I believe she even held a press 
conference on the Careerstart Program as a program 
from her department. 

HON. M. DOLIN: No. 

MR. D. ORCHARD: Now she's saying that we have to 
ask one of nine other Ministers for details of a program 
she announced, that she's told us is part of Employment 
Services. Just simply put, Mr. Chairman, what Minister 
has any information on Careerstart? Who do we ask 
for information on Careerstart? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for St. Norbert. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, the Minister said in 
the House following the comments of my colleague 
from Pembina in her statement, "I will be announcing 
further administrative details in Careerstart at a press 
conference later this afternoon." Those are her exact 
words and she said she administers to this department. 
I want to ask her if she's not prepared to indicate to 
us the cost of advertising the program, how many jobs 
will Careerstart create? 

HON. M. DOLIN: I will answer that question under 
Appropriation 29. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, we are discussing 
- (Interjection) - you don't have any point of order. 
Mr. Chairman, we're talking to the Minister of Labour, 
we're talking about unemployment for youth. There are 
estimates that unemployment among youth is going to 
be 25 percent this summer, the Minister of Labour 
imposes a deadline of April 15th for applications under 
this program, and she refuses to tell us the number 
of jobs the program is going to create. This is absolutely 
ludicrous, Mr. Chairman. 

I don't know whether we should simply leave this 
whole committee or d o  what? This is absolutely 
astonishing. It's unbelievable. The Minister of Labour 
is refusing to answer that kind of question. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Thompson. 

MR. S. ASHTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Related 
to this specific line item, I was wondering if the Minister 
could indicate - she mentioned that the group in 
question here will be making recommendations in terms 
of future programs - whether they'll be looking at job
creation programs in other jurisdictions as well, or 
whether they're going to be specifically looking at the 
Careerstart or other programs under the Jobs Fund? 
Whether they're going to have a specific Manitoba focus 
in terms of research and further recommendations, or 
a wider focus? 
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MR. G. FILMON: That's under Appropriation 29, then. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Minister. 

HON. M. DOLIN: Within this department there is a 
planning and development capability that relates to the 
Jobs Fund but certainly there are other programs that 
my department delivers. and the lines for those 
programs are within this set of Estimates. I would be 
happy to discuss them, such as the STEP Program 
and NEED and so on. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, the Minister said 
she's administering this department. She publishes 
advertisements in the newspaper under the Department 
of Labour and Employment Services and her name. 
She issues material, Careerstart, Department of Labour 
and Employment Services. Employment Development 
and Youth Services Branch. I guess I'll have to table 
that, Mr. Chairman, for the evidence of the committee. 

She has said in her own material just above her name 
that this is the Employment Development and Youth 
Services Branch which is exactly what we're talking 
about. So I'm asking her how many jobs does she 
expect this program to provide for young people? 

HON. M. DOLIN: That is not within this line budget. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Lakeside. 

MR. H. ENNS: Mr. Chairman, the Minister seems to 
be labouring under some illusion that this is a new 
initiative on the part of this government to bring together 
the resources of many departments of government to 
try to achieve something. I acknowledge that she has 
not been in government or been involved in Manitoba 
affairs all that long. I want to assure her that this is 
not a new initiative, that there have been many 
instances. I named a few of them: the ARDA Program, 
the F R E D  Program in the Interlake where the 
Departments of Education, Highways, Agriculture were 
involved, but there was always a Minister prepared to 
answer responsibly for the administration of those 
programs. 

I know, because I was that Minister from time to time 
delving with a $86 million rural redevelopment program 
of the Interlake. That was known the FRED Program 
under the broad umbrella of the ARDA Program which 
involved the Federal Government, federal agencies and 
half a dozen provincial agencies. She is the Minister 
of Labour; she is the Minister that our young people 
have a right to look forward to for some of these 
answers. She is not shy at all, Mr. Chairman, about 
publishing material, placing ads in various newspapers 
under her name indicating to the people of Manitoba, 
and particularly to the youth of Manitoba, that she is 
responsible for these initiatives. Now surely, Mr. 
Chairman, she should be in a position to answer for 
the programs, their costs, their effectiveness and what 
the hopes and projections of these programs are going 
to be. There is nothing new about tt)e approach in this 
regard that the Minister said a little while ago. It happens 
quite often. 

When my colleague that was just answering a little 
while ago was responsible for developing the Inner Core 

Initiative Program, which involved various other 
departments: the Department of Government Services, 
the Department of Highways, the Department of 
Education, the Department of Housing, something like 
that, but the Minister, then responsible for Urban Affairs, 
was prepared to answer questions on the Inner Core 
Initiatives Program because it was under his 
responsibility that program was being administered. 

In the same way, Mr. Chairman, this whole job creation 
program, Careerstart Program is being administered 
by her officials. I would like to think it's going to be 
administered by her officials. I have every reason that 
they're competent, every reason that they have the 
information at their fingertips. I just cannot understand 
the Minister stonewalling this committee on such an 
important issue when there are 55,000 unemployed 
walking around in Manitoba, when this has been such 
a major thrust not only in the Budget but in the Throne 
Speech of this government. Now through you, Mr. 
Chairman, I say to the government and to this Minister, 
if they want to call a 10-minute recess and get their 
act together, but somebody surely has to start 
answering for the jobless people, particularly jobless 
youth in our province, particularly when we have 
deadlines to face, such as April 15th. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Tuxedo. 

MR. G. FILMON: A point of order, Mr. Chairman. May 
I ask, because I have been unable in the past number 
of days to determine how you keep a list of who is to 
speak, is it by nod? There used to be an acceptance 
in the past . . .  

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let the Chair explain. The first one 
that catches my eye gets it. I don't make a list because 
people will be expecting to be called. Usually I will 
alternate, if necessary, but if there's a line of questioning 
the member keeps the floor for awhile. 

MR. G. FILMON: With respect, Mr. Chairman, when 
the Member for Lakeside had his hand up, I did, as 
well, and the Member for Thompson hadn't, so I 
assumed that I would follow. - (Interjection) - No, 
not way back when the Member for Lakeside . . . I 
think it's a little difficult, if you aren't keeping a list, 
tor us to know whether we'll ever get a chance to speak. 
But I leave it up to you; I think that there should be 
some order of speakers. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Thompson. 

MR. S. ASHTON: I think rather than end up spending 
much more time on this line of discussion, I would like 
to make a suggestion. If I misunderstand the role of 
this committee and some aspects of it, I'm sure 
members will correct me; that is, that under the item 
for the Minister's Salary it's my understanding there's 
a broad range for discussion, that members at that 
time could bring up their general concerns about the 
jobs - (Interjection) - Mr. Chairman, it would be 
appreciated if members of the opposition would let me 
finish. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Thompson has the 
floor. 
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MR. S. ASHTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There's 
been questions related to the Jobs Fund in general. 
There's been a question of the Minister's indication 
about answering questions under a different item. 
There's been all sorts of things thrown around, most 
of which were of a very general nature. The only items 
which have not been of a general nature, Mr. Chairman, 
are items which can be asked under another line of 
the Estimates, so I would like to suggest that if members 
do have any of these comments to make, they bring 
them up in the Minister's Salary. I've sat through a 
good number of cases last year where there were very 
general comments, very specific comments as well. 
There's a free range of discussion under that item, and 
surely that's the place for it rather than under a very 
specific item which does not relate to the concerns of 
the opposition. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for St. Norbert. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Mr. Chairman, what is going on here 
is absolutely unacceptable to us as elected 
representatives and to unemployed youth and to people 
in Manitoba. This has to be corrected. The only way 
we're going to be able to do it is to be able to ask 
the First Minister questions tomorrow in question 
period, so that this Minister will be called upon and 
compelled to answer questions. 

So in order we can do that tomorrow, Mr. Chairman, 
I move committee rise. It's not debatable. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There is a motion on the floor. 

QUESTION put, MOTION defeated. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Yeas and Nays, Mr. Chairman. 

A COUNTED VOTE was taken, the result being as 
follows: 

Yeas 9; Nays 9. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The motion is defeated . We have to 
move to the Chamber. 

The item under consideration is Item No. 3 .(a)(1) -
the Member for St. Norbert. 

MR. G. MERCIER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you 
indicated, the item under discussion is Item 3 .(a)(1) -
3.(a) Employment Development and Youth Services, Mr. 
Chairman. Members of the Legislature have received 
from the Minister of Labour and Employment Services 
copies of documentation, applications for businesses 
and farms, information and regulations on both of which 
appear the name of the Minister, the Honourable Mary 
Beth Dolin, Minister, Department of Labour and 
Employment Services, Employment Development and 
Youth Services Branch. 

On the back of the application form for businesses 
and farms is an address, Careerstart, Employment 
Development and Youth Services Branch, Department 
of Labour and Employment Services. Application 
deadline is April 15th, 1983, l add, Mr. Chairman. 

So the Minister has indicated and confirmed by the 
application forms and the information she's distributed 
to members of this Legislature, that she administers 

this department, this program Careerstart through this 
item, Employment Development and Youth Services, 
that anyone who is interested in making an application 
under this program must send their application in to 
this branch. 

The Minister publishes in the newspaper large ads 
indicating the Careerstart. "For Careerstart, if you're 
interested contact the Department of Labour and 
Employment Services, the Honourable Mary Beth Dolin, 
Minister." She neglected however to point out in the 
ads that there was an application date of April 15th 
before which any applications had to be filed. 

We have indicated in this committee and in question 
period the very great concern that we have over this 
application deadline because of the short period of 
time that has been given to both employers, and 
particularly employers, businesses, and farms, to apply 
for the benefits under this program. 

The Minister sent this material to us in a letter dated 
March 28th of this year so I assume that it was a similar 
day on which the material was mailed out to businesses 
and employers who had previously taken advantage of 
our Youth Employment Programs and the Youth 
Employment Program that the government had last 
year. 

We're concerned very much about the deadline for 
submitting applications, Mr. Chairman. We're very much 
concerned about the cost of advertising and the lack 
of information that the advertising contains, the 
essential information that it should contain, particularly 
about the deadline for the application forms. We're 
very concerned, Mr. Chairman, as we indicated in our 
questions about the number of jobs that will be created 
through this program which the Minister refused to 
answer. 

We have in Manitoba at the present time a very large 
number of unemployed young people in the province, 
estimated to rise to a percentage of some 25 percent. 
The government supposedly agrees with us that this 
is a crisis and yet, Mr. Chairman, the Minister has 
refused to answer questions that we have placed with 
respect to such a simple matter as the number of jobs 
to be created through this program. 

Members opposite are indicating it's not true. They 
can examine Hansard when it comes out. On at least 
two occasions I have asked the Minister, prior to the 
committee going into the House, to vote exactly how 
many jobs would be created under this program and 
the Minister refused to answer. This is a program that 
is designed and administered by this Minister, and she 
has been refusing to answer basic simp1e questions. 
The Minister of Labour refusing to deal with the matter 
of unemployment, a question of unemployment. 

HON. M. DOLIN: Point of order. I have never refused 
to answer the questions. 

Mr. Chairman, it is 4:30. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hour being 4:30, the Chair is 
interrupting the proceedings of the committee for 
Private Members' Hour. 

SUPPLY - HEALTH 

MR. CHAIRMAN, P. Eyler: We are considering the 
Estimates of the Department of Health, Item 3(a)(1) 
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Community Health Operations. Administration: Salaries 
- the Member for Fort Garry. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Thanks very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I know that in introducing his department's 1 983-84 
Estimates in the House on Tuesday evening of this week 
the Minister made an opening statement outlining his 
overall program in terms of program delivery and 
spending and noted that the Budget for the Department 
of Health now exceeds $1 billion annually in the Province 
of Manitoba and that, indeed, represents a considerable 
watershed in the history - (Interjection) - of health 
services here, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order please. There seems to be 
quite a bit of background discussion from members 
who are milling around. Could they settle down on the 
committee they are deciding to attend and may be I'll 
allow the Member for Fort Garry to give his speech in 
the proper atmosphere of decorum? 

The Member for Fort Garry. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Thank you very much, Mr. 
Chairman. At the time the Minister stressed that the 
Budget, which exceeds $1 billion this year for the first 
time in the province's history, represents an increase 
of 1 1 .6 percent over last year and he then delivered 
a fairly comprehensive opening statement to the 
committee outlining the contents and details of his 
program. It's not my intention, Sir, to attempt to respond 
to that statement at the present time in my capacity 
as chief Health critic for the Progressive Conservative 
Party and for the opposition in the House, but there 
are a number of highlights and major salient features 
in the health care landscape which I do want to address 
with the Minister and to which I do want to make 
reference either in a single statement offering the 
perspective of the opposition on health care at the 
present time, or in separate and individual references 
that would arise as we go through the total Estimates 
of the department. When we come to the conclusion 
of the . . .  

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order please, order please. The 
Minister of Health on a point of order. 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Mr. Chairman, I'm sure - I don't 
know on what point I'm standing up, but I've got the 
floor now anyway - I just want to say that I'm sure that 
the committee would be receptive to receiving the 
remarks from the honourable member. If he's ready, 
he could make them now. I think it would be helpful 
if we had them all at once. I think we understood that 
he couldn't be here the last few days and I certainly, 
for one, would go along with it. 

MR. B. RANSOM: If it's okay with you Larry, it's okay 
with me. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Fort Garry. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: I appreciate the Minister's 
consideration but it's not my intention to make that 
kind of a statement at the present time. I want to lay 
out the concerns of the opposition in the health care 

field and to make such a statement, but I'm not going 
to make it at this point in time. I wanted to acknowledge 
the opening statement that the Minister has made and 
tell him that I am studying it and I would like to make 
a reasonably comprehensive statement outlining the 
position that our party takes and that I take vis-a-vis 
health care programming and what the immediate future 
looks like in the health care field. I will do that, but I 
don't want to do it at this juncture and I would ask 
the Minister's indulgence on that point. I will attempt 
to do it within the next day, but I would like the 
opportunity to study the Minister's opening statement 
first. 

So with the approval of all concerned and the Chair, 
Sir, think we can move into consideration of Resolution 
No. 90, and Appropriation 3.(a) Community Health 
Operations, Administration. In the previou<i year's 
Estimates representing the first year of the new 
government's administration, we looked at the fact that 
community operations had been split out by the 
preceding government into two departments. That step, 
of course, was taken with the division of the old 
Department of Health and Community Services into 
two separate and distinct individual departments, the 
Department of Health and the Department of 
Community Services. 

One of the major points of study and attention that 
required a great deal of effort and input from the best 
expertise that both departments could assemble had 
to do, Sir, with the realigning and restructuring of the 
field service and the regional program delivery aspect 
of Health and Community Services. The division was 
undertaken on the basis that those regional field 
programs relative specifically to Health would go into 
the Department of Health; those that were related 
specifically to the field of Community Services would 
go into the Department of Community Services, but 
because of the very close interrelationship between 
Health and Community Services in many many program 
areas and because of the position of the regional 
director in the structure, administration and delivery 
of Health and Community Services Programs 
throughout the province, it became a very sensitive 
challenge to break that area of operation down into 
the two departments in an equitable, efficient and 
responsible way. 

That had to be done, of course, in order to separate 
the two departments and in order to avoid duplication 
of bureaucracy and unnecessary overlap of areas of 
responsibility, and it was done. What we have now is 
the regional field service delivery component for Health, 
and the regional field service delivery component for 
Community Services. The question that occurs at this 
juncture, Mr. Chairman, is an obvious one, it has to 
do with staffing and staff complements that result from 
that division. So I would like to begin our examination 
of the departmental Estimates with a question on that 
point at this juncture. 

The Minister may have covered the point in the 
information that he supplied my colleague, the 
Honourable Member for Rhineland, and the statement 
that he sent over to me earlier this afternoon in the 
House having to do with the staff year summary for 
the Department of Health for 1 983-84 as against '82-
83, but I would like to have a chance to explore this 
matter with him verbally notwithstanding his supply of 
that information in printed form. 
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My first question to him, Mr. Chairman, not having 
had the opportunity yet to study his staff-totals lists in 
detail, is a question as to whether there has been any 
increase necessary in the Community Health Operations 
staffing complement in Health, as a result of the division 
of the component itself when the former Department 
of Health and Community Services was divided? 

Going into 1983-84, are we looking at a situation in 
which the separation of the departments and the 
consequent division of the Regional Field Services 
delivery component was undertaken, at any increase 
in staff in Community Health Operations in health care? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Yes, Mr. Chairman, there has 
been a division, of course, under the former 
administration. It is a very delicate and tough situation; 
I think that everybody will admit that. It's so closely 
related - the responsibility of the now Minister of Health 
and the Minister of Social Development. Over the years 
that I've been here I think it was put back together 
and then it was divided and put back together. It has 
some advantages and some disadvantages, no matter 
how you look at it, what you do. I might say that we 
are looking at the situation again to see if there's any 
improvement that we could make in the division of 
responsibility, but in the meantime we're going on 
exactly the same way. 

We have an ADM who is responsible for the staffing 
in the region in the field of Health, and then the 
Department of Social Development also have a person 
responsible, but all of them report to the team leader 
who reports to Mr. Werbeniuk who then reports to both 
on both sides. So it is a bit complicated but it's working 
quite well. 

I have had occasion to visit some of our people in 
the rural area and in the North with some staff, and 
they've all assured me that it was working well. In fact, 
they want to make sure that no matter how we united 
the department we should continue with the set-up that 
we had. So that is working quite well. 

Now, in the staff, and I'm now talking about the staff 
under Resolution 21(3)(b)1, there is a reduction of 12-
1/4, a reduction of 7 permanent and 5-1/4 term. I might 
say that although there has been a reduction of, if we 
talk about the whole department, the whole branch I 
should say, of all Community Health Operations, there 
is a total reduction of 23-1/4 staff years in that division. 
These reductions were accomplished without reduction 
in the direct service delivery or institutional services 
by selectively identifying position for a reduction from 
non-direct service areas. We were able to assure 
continuing levels of services and institutional care. 

On this form that I just sent to my honourable friend, 
I think the explanation is there. There is under 
Community Health Operations, 21(3)(b) Regional 
Services, 7 permanent positions we use and 5-1/4, and 
they're spelled out there. As you see, it doesn't interfere 
with the actual delivery of service . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Member for Fort 
Garry. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd 
like to ask the Minister about the position of the 
Regional Director. At the time the division took place, 

and the breakdown of that component and separation 
of it into the two departments occurred, there was 
necessarily a great deal of concern and consideration 
given to the position of Regional Director. 

As noted perhaps in my earlier comments and 
certainly as discussed by the Minister and me in the 
past, it was deemed essential that division take place 
without expanding unnecessarily the size of the 
component, without duplicating regional directorships 
in terms of responsibility and in terms of SMY s in the 
overall staff complement. But it also became a question 
that involved consideration of morale and personal 
feelings, the personal positions of the Regional Directors 
and their concerns for what was happening in the 
reorganization process generally. 

There was the anxiety on the part of some people 
that in order to operate the Regional Field Services in 
Health, and the Regional Field Services in Community 
Services separately, there would have to be two sets 
of Regional Directors. Great efforts were made to 
restructure and reorganize the departments and this 
delivery component without getting into that kind of 
duplication. 

I would like to ask the Minister for a progress report 
on that question. Do we operate the regions in terms 
of Field Services, Health and Community Services with 
eight Regional Directors, with persons who function as 
Regional Directors for both Health and Community 
Services or are there personnel now operating 
separately as Regional Directors for Health, and 
Regional Directors for Community Services? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Mr. Chairman, the Regional 
Directors are not duplicated, they are responsible for 
workers in both departments and certainly, not at this 
time anyway - there's no intention of changing. I think 
it's working quite well. I think that the previous 
government and the one before that also have talked 
about single-unit delivery and I think that we want to 
pursue that. It seems to be working very well. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: The Minister says that it seems to 
be working very well and that's gratifying. I would hope 
that extends to the staff in total and that his comment 
doesn't apply simply to the Regional Directors. In other 
words, my question now to him has to do with the 
general regional field staff. Are there problems in terms 
of responsibility areas in the regional field staff itself, 
as between health and social services? Are there any 
problems, as between obtaining the kind of support, 
in terms of personnel and material, that are necessary? 
Are people who are working in the regional field service 
delivery system able to obtain the cars they need; able 
to obtain the office help they need; able to obtain the 
secretarial backup that they need, without duplicating 
staff? Or has it been necessary to supply the regional 
field health workers and the regional field community 
service workers with separate sets of personnel and 
support personnel and equipment and supplies? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Mr. Chairman, no there's no 
duplication. We work very well as a team, although 
there are two departments involved, and there is no 
problem because of that. 

There are concerns, however, and we're reviewing 
this but in no big rush, mind you, but we're looking 
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at, as I said earlier, the possibility of maybe getting 
some transfer. For instance, there is a debate going 
on. Many people during my visit - and it has been 
brought to my attention and the attention of others, 
for instance, that probably the best example is mentally 
retarded. Some people feel that the mentally retarded, 
mentally ill should not be separated, it should be under 
the same Minister, although we recognize that it's two 
different groups. That is one thing. 

There is this eternal debate also that some of them 
feel Child and Family Services might be better suited 
to be under the Minister of Health , and so on. Now 
there's no decision arrived al, at this time, but we are 
looking at the possi bi l ity of rearranging it and 
transferring and exchanging between the two 
departments, as I've said, to see if we could improve 
the situation. I think that's something that we should 
continue to do constantly; there might be some 
changes. As I said earlier, there are advantages and 
disadvantages in having two departments, and certainly 
advantages and disadvantages with only one 
department, because it would be so large and both 
my honourable friend and myself know that. 

The situation is though, that no matter what it is, if 
it's the same department or two different departments, 
it's the same government, it's the same province. We 
can't duplicate everything, it would be wrong, and we 
have no intention to duplicate. That part of it is working 
well. 

MR. l. SHERMAN: Mr. Chairman, what is the reporting 
l ine off the administration of Community Health 
Operations? Does the Director of Community Health 
Operations report directly to the Deputy Minister, or 
is there is a senior staff person through whom the 
regional operations in both departments report? In other 
words, do Health operations and Community Services 
operations report through a senior staff person who 
serves both departments, or do they report separately? 
W here is the liaison link that ties Health and Community 
Services together in the field? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: This is the way it works. In the 
team, Mr. Chairman, there are workers in Public Health 
Nursing, Continuing Care, Community Mental Health, 
Home Ee, Health Education, Audiology. Those people 
are all on the Health side. - (Interjection) - Community 
Services and Corrections - I'm still calling it Social 
Development, so if I make a mistake you'll know what 
I mean. There's Child and Family Services, 
Rehabilitation, and Mentally Retarded. They work as 
a team. They all report to the same Regional Director 
in their region, and the Regional Director then reports 
directly to our Executive Director of Regi onal 
Operations, this is with Mr. Werbeniuk, and then, of 
course, he works with both - our ADM and Mr. Mclean 
in our department and the equivalent ADM in the other 
department. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Okay, thank you. 

MR. C HAIRMAN: 3.(a)(1)- pass; 3.(a)(2)-pass; 
3.(a)(3)-pass; 3.(b)(1) Regional Services, Salaries - the 
Member for Fort Garry. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: In relative terms, Mr. Chairman, 
there's a substantial increase in the salary appropriation 

being sought here in 1983-84 over 1982-83, and I 
wonder if the Minister can explain that. We're looking 
at a request from the Minister for this committee to 
approve an expenditure in the salary area of $15.5 
million in the new fiscal year, as against $12.8 million 
in 1982-83. I suppose measured against today's inflation 
rates, cost price spirals, and all the enormities of 
economic draconianism that we're all used to, that may 
not look particularly signficant, but it still represents 
a fair increase, both in dollar terms and in percentage 
terms. It's some $2.7 million or $2.8 million of an 
increase on a base of $12.8 million. Could the Minister 
advise the committee of the details and the reasons 
for that? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Mr. Chairman, Appropriation 
21(3) shows a 22.3 percent increase; ifs true in salaries 
for the region and 21.9, and the Mental Heaith Centre 
21.5, primilary due to the filling of vacant positions with 
higher salaried incumbents, reclassifications, increases 
in allowances for overtime, and reduction in turnover 
allowances. There's not so many people moving now. 
I think they're going to hold on to their jobs a little 
more than usual. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 3.(b)(1) - the Member for Fort Garry. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Mr. Chairman, I just didn't quite 
catch the reference to the appropriation that the 
Minister cited. Did he say Appropriation 3.(b)(1)? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Regional Services, 3.(b)(1), 
right. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: 3.(b)(1) Regional Services Salaries? 
3.(b)(1). 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: I think I covered them both in 
3.(b)(1). The Regional Services is 21.9 and the Mental 
Health Centre, that's the next, (c) and (d) - I was ahead 
of myself - 21.5. The whole division is 22.3 overall and 
it's the same reasons that we g ive for th is  h igh 
percentage increase. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: But it's not due, Mr. Chairman, to 
staHing increases, to additions in the SMY complement, 
is that correct? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: No. In effect, there is a decrease 
as we mentioned earlier and we will when we look at 
Brandon and Selkirk. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Mr. Chairman, the Minister said in 
part it's due to the fact that vacancies have been filled. 
Is there a difference in the vacancy rate in the Regional 
Service component now than has been the case in 
recent years? Would there have been sort of a standard 
kind of a vacancy rate of whatever, 5 to 7 percent for 
example, over a period of some years that would now 
be sharply reduced to a lower percentage? Is that what 
the Minister is saying? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: I guess what I'm trying to say 
is that there's less vacancies of course. There has been 
some reduction and we might say, of course, that we 
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would have to allow the money if we have the position 
for the payment. But then if these positions aren't filled, 
then you could use some of the funds for the 
reclassification and increase in allowance for overtime 
and so on. So now that is not possible, so it is a 
combination of all these things that would cause us to 
ask for such an increase but it is not an increase in 
staff. It's quite the opposite as we mentioned. There 
is actually an actual reduction in staff years. 

llllR. L. SHERMAN: Is any part of that related to dental 
services, Mr. Chairman, or is that entirely separate? 

HON. L DESJARDINS: That would be in the next item 
we will see the dental, under Community Health 
Programs. 

MR. L SHERMAN: Well, I recognize that's where the 
Childrens' Dental Health Program comes, Mr. Chairman, 
but if you read the Minister's annual report dealing with 
the Community Health Operations Division -
(Interjection) - and then with Regional Operations, 
there is a reference to Dental Services under the 
regional operating section. The report says "Dental 
services maintain central program development 
combined with responsibility for the actual delivery of 
dental service throughout the province. These services 
include a comprehensive preventive program in 
childrens' dental services in rural Manitoba," etc. 

I just wanted to satisfy myself that the reference in 
the annual report has to do with Dental Services as 
we know them in the separate section coming under 
Community Health Programs, and that this area 3.(b), 
Regional Field Services deals with the delivery of and 
central program development of a great many services, 
but Dental Services is not one of them. 

HON. l. DESJARDINS: Mr. Chairman, I think that I 
can probably explain that. The report the honourable 
member has been referring to is the report of '81-82. 
There has been a reorganization and that now would 
be in the next division but that would be the dental 
program. Yes, it's '82-83. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: This is the most current report I've 
got. Okay, okay. Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Rhineland. 

MR. A. BROWN: I apologize for not being able to be 
here any sooner and some of these questions may have 
been asked. 

I was wondering, in the last year's Estimates the 
Canada-Northland Agreement appeared under this 
item. I see that the Canada-Northland Agreement does 
not appear in it this year. Can the Minister tell me where 
the Canada-Northland Agreement stayed? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Yes, Mr. Chairman, the Canada
Manitoba Northland Agreement which was replaced by 
the Canada-Manitoba Northland Development 
Agreement. The new agreement places particular 
emphasis on economic goals and objectives. Now I'm 
told that under the old agreement the department 
r eceived some funding to support the activities of five 

permanent positions involved in home ec. services in 
the North and three term positions in remote nursing 
stations. 

It is my understanding that the three term positions 
would be eligible for recovery of cost under the terms 
of this new agreement. Regardless of the cost-sharing 
status of the five permanent positions that were covered 
in the old agreement, I can assure the members of this 
House that those positions as well as the term positions 
will be maintained. I think there's still discussions going 
on, but these positions will be maintained. They would 
then become the department's program budgetary 
responsibility in the North. 

MR. A. BROWN: I understand that under this item there 
is a decrease of seven SMY s and five term employees. 
If we take this into consideration, and there is a rather 
large salary increase, as a matter of fact the salary 
increase would amount to about 22 percent according 
to my calculations - (Interjection) - Oh, I see, okay, 
so that has been answered. 

A few years ago this particular section, the 
Department of Health and the Community Services and 
Corrections were divided into two departments. The 
Minister now has had time to evaluate that split in the 
departments. I wonder if we can tell me if there is a 
particular - (Interjection) - Okay, my question then 
would be, is there a particular problem in this area 
with the split in the two departments? I understand 
that one regional director is in charge of both the 
operations. Is there a problem created as a result of 
this? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: No problem whatsoever. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 3.(b)(1) - the Member for Rhineland. 

MR. A. BROWN: I understand that the standards are 
also built in, in this particular section as far as the 
Community Mental Health Delivery Services is 
concerned. I wonder, can the Minister tell me who 
establishes these standards, and is the Minister satisfied 
that we are giving excellent care as far as health service 
delivery is concerned under this particular section? 

HON. l. DESJARDINS: No, Mr. Chairman, we're not 
satisfied, not more than the previous administration 
was, or the one before that. This is a thing that the 
three last Ministers, including this one, has expressed 
concern over the years. This is why we hirea a provincial 
psychiatrist. I think the search was on in the previous 
administration and this is why we have a study that's 
going on now in the field of mental health with the help 
of Dr. Prosen and other groups as I announced and 
we're waiting for this report. We should have at least 
the first part of this report very soon, probably in a 
couple of months. The standards are being reviewed 
and the service that we are giving, we also hope will 
be improved. 

MR. A. BROWN: Are these community mental health 
workers also responsible for the community and group 
homes? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: There is an office of Residential 
Care - remember that was set up before there was the 
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division of the department - they set up the standards 
and licensed these facilities and so on. It comes under 
that but it's under the Community Services or whatever. 

MR. A. BROWN: The Minister gave me a copy of the 
SMY s the other day. I wonder, can he tell me how up
to-date that list is? I understand that there could be 
discrepancies in that list for as high as about 50 
positions. I believe that we have about 1,670 SMY s 
over here and I understand that there could be quite 
a discrepancy. 

HON. l. DESJARDINS: This is the latest information. 
I think it's up-to-date probably as of noon today. The 
only thing that my honourable friend is talking about 
is vacancies, that's a possibility, but that is certainly 
up-to-date. These positions might not all be filled. They 
never are in a large department like we have. No matter 
how much we cut them there is always a bit of a 
turnover, but there is way less than there ever has been 
because of the cut and because of the difficulty to get 
employment these days, I would imagine. But that is 
certainly up-to-date. 

MR. A. BROWN: Is there any way the Minister would 
be able to check this? I would think that the people 
involved with the superannuation, that they also have 
figures and I understand that there is quite a 
discrepancy between the figures that they present and 
the figures that you present. It seems to me that there 
is a bit of a problem here. 

HON. l. DESJARDINS: Mr. Chairman, if my honourable 
friend has more information, he's not clear enough. As 
far as I'm concerned this is exactly the figures that we 
have. It's the same as the Civil Service Commission 
and I can't check anything else unless I'm detecting 
some information that somebody gave him and if that 
is the case, if I can get this information either privately 
or now, then I'll endeavour to check. But on what I 
have now there is no way that I can check it. 

MR. A. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, I'll try to get that 
information for the Minister then because I was talking 
to somebody the other day and he suggested that there 
could be quite a discrepancy in positions as to what 
the Civil Service Commission has and the number that 
is forwarded here. So, I'll try to get that information 
for the Minister then. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 3.(bX1)-pass; 3.(bX2)-pass; 3.(cX1) 
Brandon Mental Health Centre: Salaries - the Member 
for Fort Garry. 

MR. l. SHERMAN: Mr. Chairman, could the Minister 
give us an overview of the population at the Brandon 
Mental Health Centre, current as against the population 
a year ago? That is, resident patient population. Also, 
I want to ask him about staffing, staffing patterns and 
staffing ratios, but he may want to deal with that 
separately and begin by reviewing . for us the patient 
population at the mental health centre now, in 
comparison to what it has been in previous years. Also, 
perhaps we could look at the outpatient volumes, the 
outpatient totals in a similarly comparative way. 

HON. L DESJARDINS: Yes, Mr. Chairman, in the 
Brandon, starting with the inpatient in 1978 - I'm talking 
about December now at the end of the year - there 
were 561; 1979, 574; 1980, 555; 1981, 559; 1982, 519. 

The outpatient at the same time, December again 
of each year that I'll mention were in 1978, 1,443; in 
1979, 1,488; 1980, 1,618; 1981, 1,566; 1982, 1, 197. 

Mr. Chairman, if I may I'm sure that the members 
of the committee will welcome this information. I'll be 
asked later on, if I don't give it now, I'll do the same 
thing for Selkirk now. Starting with the patients now, 
1978, 354; 1979, 391; 1980, 370; 1981, 408; 1982, 367. 
The outpatient, 1978, 1,770; 1979, 1,549; 1980, 1,315; 
1981, 1,312; and 1982, 1,281. 

MR. l. SHERMAN: Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the 
Minister for those figures and ask him whethP.r he can 
comment or his officials can advise him as to any 
explanation for what appears to be a hopeful and a 
gratifying decrease in the numbers of patients, both 
inpatients and outpatients, at both mental health centres 
in general terms, in recent years. 

There have been some peaks and valleys, some 
aberrations in the reports that he has given us; but in 
general if you look over that five to six-year span, the 
conclusion that is very mathematically clear is that there 
has been some decline in patient volumes, both 
inpatient and outpatient, at both mental health centres, 
in general, over that period of time. 

Now, of course, all through the 1970s there were 
dramatic decreases in inpatient populations at those 
mental health centres as there were at mental health 
centres throughout the country and across the continent 
because of the heavy emphasis being placed during 
thal decade on the philosophy of deinstitutionalization. 

Much of the activist emphasis had gone out of that 
movement by the late 1970s however, Mr. Chairman, 
for a number of reasons. In part, of course, many of 
the chronic, traditional, conventional inpatient residents 
of mental health centres had already been moved out 
so obviously any drive for deinstitutionalization was 
going to produce a greater exodus from the facilities 
in its early years than would be the case in its later 
years. In addition to that, there was some rethinking 
done of the whole philosophy in any event and the 
question and challenge then arose as to the kind of 
community infrastructure support and backup that was 
available to the patients once they were discharged 
and out of the facilities and back in the community 
again. 

But that whole movement, the re-evaluation of it and 
the reaction to it had really, in very substantial degree, 
run its course by the late 1970s - by 1977, 1978 - and 
things have pretty well stabilized, I would suggest, both 
in terms of inpatient populations and outpatient 
populations as percentages of general populations. 

Now we've got a rather interesting disclosure in the 
figures that the Minister has just divulged for us and 
for the record of apparent reductions in both those 
totals over the past four to five years. One would hope 
that this means the kind of support for mental health, 
emotional well-being, psychological stability in the 
community, is expanding, is increasing, is improving, 
day-by-day year-by-year. I say, one would hope that it 
is the case. I'm not sure that it is the case and I think 
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if one turned to psychiatrists and experts in the mental 
health field, he would find that we're still struggling 
desperately for the kind of personnel and staffing, 
manpower, womanpower, support services and funding 
that we need to ensure general improvements in the 
mental health of the population. 

So I would ask the Minister if he could comment on 
this interesting mathematical landscape that he has 
just presented us with in terms of those population 
figures, inpatient and outpatient. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN, H. Harapiak: The Minister 
of Health. 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Yes, Mr. Chairman, the 
honourable member is  absolutely right, the community 
help programs have been very successful. They are 
improving. We have a long way to go, but we've been 
somewhat more successful in recruiting psychiatrists 
or people who give this service, some of them part
time, for instance. There is a Dr. Roy Wehner, from 
Selkirk, who has been giving us two days a week and 
I understand that has been really helpful . I also 
understand the patients that are seen in the community, 
they number about 2,000. 

I think that there was an error made during my first 
term as Minister. We've tried to close these places and 
we've talked about that before. We've tried to close 
these institutions too fast. The community wasn't ready, 
the proper education, the will to try to work with these 
people, the proper staff and the proper training wasn't 
in place and the facilities. Everything was backing up 
through the acute hospital, the psychiatric wards of 
the acute hospital which certainly wasn't meant to be. 
So now I know we've had to reverse that stand a few 
years ago, or at least slow down a bit, and now I think 
it's being done in a more orderly manner these last 
six, seven, eight years. This is in effect exactly as was 
explained by the Member for Fort Garry. It is the 
program that is paying off now and we're doing much 
better. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The Member for Fort Garry. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to ask the 
Minister about the supply of psychiatrists. There has 
always been difficulty, it seems to me, in finding a 
sufficient supply of psychiatrists for ourselves, not only 
in this jurisdiction but right across the country. As a 
matter of fact, two years ago, the province of Alberta, 
which was then continuing to enjoy its recent wave of 
affluence and hadn't really suffered from the recession 
to any degree and was offering the kinds of 
opportunities to psychiatrists that was the envy of most 
places in North America, was nonetheless suffering from 
a shortage of psychiatrists itself. Both the cities of 
Calgary and Edmonton were desperately short of 
psychiatrists. So the fact that Manitobans were looking 
very seriously and very critically for psychiatrists was 
not a reflection on Manitoba itself, but a reflection of 
a general North American condition. For some reason 
medical students simply weren't embracing the idea 
of psychiatric practice. They weren't doing their 
fellowships in psychiatry. They weren't becoming 
psychiatrists. 
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It would be encouraging to think that trend has 
changed a little bit and I would like to ask the Minister 
to elaborate further if could on this question of 
psychiatrists. We've always had difficulty in Manitoba 
in getting enough psychiatrists for the North, serving 
the Northern communities properly. We've had 
difficulties as other jurisdictions have had in obtaining 
enough child psychiatrists. We have two or three 
excellent child psychiatrists in the City of Winnipeg. 
Certainly they would rank among the best c hild 
psychiatrists in North America but there are very few 
in number. We've had difficulty finding qualified 
psychiastrists for both Brandon and Selkirk Mental 
Health Centres and, in fact, have had to approve and 
sanction psychiatrist's positions in both those facilities 
for general practitioners who have had little specialized 
psychiatric training beyond that which they took in their 
regular medical school training courses. 

So, I'm asking the Minister at this juncture, Mr. 
Chairman, is he saying that there are more psychiatrists 
available now in Manitoba and they're showing up in 
our mental health centres, they're showing up in our 
child psychiatric stream and they're showing up in the 
North and therefore having this kind of impact on 
reduced numbers of cases of mental illness? Do we in 
fact have an expanded stream and supply of qualified 
psychiatrists in Manitoba today? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: There's a new program, or a 
program that we re-instituted, the program called the 
Career Residency in Psychiatry. What we've been doing 
through this program, residents in psychiatry are 
recruited and become employees of the province, while 
they are completing the residency training. Upon 
completion of this training, then a resident is required 
to provide at least one year of service to the Government 
of Manitoba for each year of salary received during 
training. 

The service would be normally be provided in either 
of the two mental health centres, or in an area of the 
province having acute need for psychiatric services. 
Now we're working with the Commission also, I believe, 
and also the universities and that is recognized. Last 
year I think we had three of these people who helped 
an awful lot while they were going through this course, 
and it is intented to have at least four every year. We're 
in the process of organizing that for this year. We hope 
to have four and that has been quite helpful. We're 
talking to . . .  

MR. L. SHERMAN: Is that at both Selkirk a.id Brandon? 

HON. L DESJARDINS: I think right now it's Selkirk 
at this time, but eventually it might be in both areas. 
Of course, as we know, there'll be more improvement 
also, well we start in about 18 months, finally the 
Adolescent Hospital that we've both been trying for so 
many years to build. It should be up in about 18 months 
and that'll be very helpful also, but that doesn't mean 
we're out of the woods. It's still quite difficult to get 
the kind of staffing that we want. We still have problems 
in some of the - probably the main problem would be 
in Brandon more than Selkirk for the psychiatrists, but 
things are improving. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Could the Minister advise us, Mr. 
Chairman, as to how many qualified psychiatrists there 
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would be on the staff at Brandon, for example, this 
year as against a couple of years ago, and the same 
for Selkirk? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Mr. Chairman, all I can find, 
at this time, is maybe a breakdown of medical officers 
in the Brandon Health Centre, but I couldn't at this 
time, compare this to other years, but we could 
endeavour to get that information. 

We have one, two - well maybe I should name them. 
There's Dr. Moyet, of course, who is recognized by the 
Manitoba College of Physicians and Surgeons; Dr. 
Parker, the same thing. There's another one that we've 
recruited just lately who's not listed here, Dr. Conco; 
There's Dr. Elias, Dr. McCreath, Dr. Mears, Dr. 
Undugodage, Virdee, Foley and Lebkowski. 

As you see there's still vacant positions or position 
that are under-filled. We'll try to get this information. 
I don't think that we've had that much improvement, 
maybe one or two over the years. We haven't been 
that successful, especially in Brandon. We can give you 
the current, but not last year. 

In Brandon, qualified psychiatrists, there are 3, 
general physicians, 10, career residents in psychiatry, 
3, these are the 3 that are training at the Health Sciences 
Centre; vacant position 1, and total complement 17. 

In Selkirk -qualified psychiatrists, 7, diagnostic 
radiologist 1, general physicians - 8, no vacant positions, 
for a complement of 16. Now we'll try to get this 
information for the year before. 

MR. CHAIRMAN, P. Eyler: The Honourable Member 
for Fort Garry. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Mr. Chairman, could the Minister 
give the committee a rundown or picture of the staffing 
situation, in general, at these two institutions? We can 
deal with them separately if you prefer, but since they 
both come under the same category, I'm dealing with 
them together. The staffing patterns at both of them 
- and can he give us an idea of the staffing ratio at 
the two, that is staff to patients, and whether that ratio 
has changed in any significant way in the last one, two, 
three years? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Staff breakdown starting with 
Brandon, there's 1 Chief Executive Officer; 17 medical 
as we mentioned; 327 nursing; 10 nursing education; 
23 social services; 1 education; 10 psychology; 35 
motivational therapy; 177 resource services, auxiliary, 
dietary, laundry, housekeeping, etc.; contingency 29; 
for a total of 630. Now this is 5 less than last year. 
There's 4 permanent and 4 terms and you'll find this 
explanation on Page 3 of the sheet that I gave you. 

The ratio in Brandon, 630 staff to 519 patients; and 
in Selkirk 470 staff to 367 patients. 

Now the staff breakdown in Selkirk, Chief Executive 
Officer 1; medical 15; nursing 242; nursing education 
11; social services 18; education 1; ecology 8; 
motivational therapy 22;  resource services 139; 
contingency 18; for a total of 475. Now, that's 6 less 
than last year; 3 permanent and 3 terms. The 
explanation will be found on Page 3 of that sheet. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: 475 or 470? 
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HON. L. DESJARDINS: 475 and it was 481 last year. 
So, that's 6. The reductions in both places were done 
without reducing the direct patient care. For instance, 
in Brandon there was one permanent position, term 
nursing assistant incumbent, and 4 clerical terms. One 
was filled only and there were 3 vacant. 

In Selkirk, the 6 - 3 clerical and support term vacant 
and 3 permanent positions; 1 activity aide term 
incumbent; 2 nursing assistants, 1 vacant and 1 term 
incumbent. That has not hurt the service or reduced 
the efficiency of service that we've had. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Is this the proper area, Mr. 
Chairman, to discuss the supply of Psychiatric Services 
or supply of psychiatrists anyway to northern 
communities, or does the Minister prefer to deal with 
that under Appropriation 5, Chief Provincial 
Psychiatrist? The reason I ask the question is because 
we're dealing here with qualified psychiatric 
practitioners and the Minister has given us a picture 
of the situation at the two mental health centres. I'm 
wondering whether there's any significant change in 
terms of the supply of qualified psychiatric practitioners 
to the northern communities of the province; some of 
whom served their communities by air; some of whom 
who were known virtually as flying doctors or flying 
psychiatrists; some of whom may have been based in 
Brandon or Selkirk, I don't recall. 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: Yes, it would be appropriate 
to discuss that, I think, at this time. 

There is a Dr. Michael Eleff, who was providing 
psychiatric services to Flin Flon and Dr. Nakilney 
provides services to Thompson. The services are 
provided there. Of course again, we would welcome 
more. We're actively trying recruiting through this career 
program that we have, but these are the two people 
that are providing services in the North. 

l\llR. L. SHERMAN: How do they supply those services, 
Mr. Chairman? I presume they're not based in Flin Flon, 
Thompson, or are they? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: The one going to Thompsor 
is from Selkirk and he'll go a few days a month. The 
other one is at the Health Sciences Centre and he 
provides the service. Like you say, they fly there a few 
days every month and provide the necessary services 
there. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Then do they do a kind of a circuit 
while they're in the North? Would they go into places 
like Leaf Rapids and Lynn Lake and other northern 
communities? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: No, I'm told that this would 
be too much of a loss of time, that time is too precious. 
The people come to them in a centre up North. The 
community workers will arrange that and come with 
them if need be. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: What about child psychiatrists, Mr. 
Chairman? Could the Minister give me the committee 
an overview on that situation? Are there sufficient child 
psychiatrists available, either attached to and operating 
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from the mental health centres in Brandon and Selkirk 
or the Health Sciences Centre or any other health facility 
in the province at the present time, or is there a shortage 
of child psychiatrists? 

HON. l. DESJARDINS: Mr. Chairman, now we're going 
a little far. I wonder if we could wait till we get on Page 
85, the Chief Provincial Psychiatrist and discuss that. 
We'll have the Forensic Services and all that. Actually, 
it would be the Children's Psychiatric Service on Page 
86, (c), okay? 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Mr. Chairman, I was interested to 
read in the local media about some comments that the 
Minister made the other evening as he introduced his 
Estimates. As I said, I want to read his statement in 
detail. I haven't really had a chance to do that yet, but 
there was some news coverage, and quite properly so, 
of his opening statement. As the Minister knows and 
as the committee knows, Sir, I was out of the city on 
health business for a couple of days and missed the 
introductory statement the Minister made at the time, 
and therefore, was interested to read what the press 
had to say. 

I noted with considerable attention his reference to 
the fact that there is in his spending program for the 
coming fiscal year, a tentative commitment to expend 
something like $6 million in Capital upgrading, Capital 
improvements to the Brandon and Selkirk Mental Health 
Centres and to reopen five northern nursing stations. 
It's reached a point, Mr. Chairman, where we get an 
announcement on this upgrading at Brandon and 
Selkirk every year. I know that I announced it and the 
Minister announced it again last year and now he's 
announced it again this year, unless he's talking about 
a new commitment to those two mental health centres. 

Two years ago, in our last year in government or last 
year in that particular term in government, we 
announced $5 million Capital upgrading, Capital 
improvement renovation programs for each of the two 
major mental health centres, Brandon and Selkirk. Last 
year in the Minister's statement having to do with his 
Capital program - I have a copy of it in my records -
he reiterated the fact that $5 million was going to be 
committed to Capital improvement and upgrading of 
Selkirk and Brandon. Now, as I say, on Tuesday night 
of this week, we have him announcing $6 million Capital 
expenditures to upgrade the mental health centres in 
Brandon and Selkirk and to reopen five northern nursing 
stations. Let's say there's $1 million going into the 
reopening of five northern nursing stations, or tentatively 
slated in that direction. That presents us with the familiar 
$5 million again. 

My question to the Minister at this juncture is, is this 
the same $5 million that's been recycled for three years 
now by two governments, our government and now his 
government, or is there a new $5 million being 
committed to those mental health centres, or are we 
just every year getting up and announcing the same 
$5 million over and over again? 

MR. C HAIRMAN: Order please. The Honourable 
Member for Burrows. 

MR. D. SANTOS: Mr. Chairman, there was a motion 
placed by the Member for St. Norbert as follows: That 

the section of the Committee of Supply meeting in Room 
255 rise. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The motion before the committee, 
as moved by the Member for St. Norbert, that the 
section of the Committee of Supply meeting in Room 
255 rise. 

All those in favour, please say yea; all those opposed. 
It's my opinion the nays have it. 

MR. G. MERCIER: A recorded vote. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Recorded vote. Call in the members. 
Order please. 
The motion before the committee, as moved by the 

Member for St .  Norbert, that the section of the 
Committee of Supply meeting in Room 255 rise. 

All those in favour, please rise. 

A COUNTED VOTE was taken, the result being as 
follows: 

Yeas, 18; Nays, 29. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I declare the motion defeated. 

A MEMBER: Freedom fighters bite the dust again. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order please. 
Item 3.(c)(1) Brandon Mental Health Centre: Salaries 

- the Honourable Minister of Health. 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: I'm going to answer the 
question of the Honourable Member for Fort Garry. 

I say that yes and no, it is part of the same money, 
the same amount of money. Now it is more than that, 
but actually the money is in the Budget for this year. 
What has been done - and when he announced it pretty 
well the same as I've done in our five-year plan, we're 
talking about different levels of different things that 
need to have approval at every level - you start with 
a functional program and then you go on with 
architectural drawings and then the actual construction. 

Now, the only thing though, there have been quite 
a bit of changes. There has been a change; for instance, 
the new laundry facility in Brandon was going to be 
with the mental institution, and now we're looking at 
the possibility of maybe building that closer to the 
General Hospital. There's some added information that 
we didn't have. The changed recommendations were 
made at one time, I think, to have two towers of 50 
beds each and now it's one of a 100 beds each. 

The one thing that I mentioned also in my remarks, 
and I wanted to make this clear, that the money is 
there. We have it; it's not the Cabinet or the government 
that is asking for a freeze on that. We've started a 
study, as I announced, with the representation of the 
department, the Canadian Mental Health Association, 
and the Social Planning Council of the Manitoba Health 
Organization to look at all this field of health, and we 
felt that before we go ahead and build, we want to 
make sure that we wouldn't go and spend money on 
something that could become obsolete. So there's a 
temporary hold on it. It's not a freeze; the money is 
there, we might start later on this year. 

The plans, the architectural drawings, have been done 
and so on, so this is it. Some of it is part of the same 
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thing, except for this year it's closer to $6 million we 
have that was committed - well, I say we have, of course 
subject to this exercise - not in the department it comes 
under as my honourable friend would know; it comes 
under the Government Services Budget, so that will 
be done. Altogether, I think it will be in excess of $10-
12 million, the overall thing, in both Selkirk and Brandon. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Member for Fort Garry. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: In the planning for the upgrading 
and improvement at Brandon there had been 
consideration given, and I assume it's still being given, 
to the need for and the construction of a major 
psychiatric facility that would, I think if memory serves, 
include possibly 50 beds. It might have been 100 but 
I think, if my memory is correct, we were talking about 
a 50-bed psychiatric facility, Mr. Chairman, that was 
going to be equipped to deal with emergency psychiatric 
situations, immediate action kind of situations in the 
psychiatric and mental health field as separate and 
distinct from mental illness, requiring ongoing treatment 
and therapy. 

That facility was to be located in one of two locations; 
either on the campus of the Brandon Mental Health 
Centre or very reasonably adjacent to it, or adjacent 
to the Brandon General Hospital. I'm not sure that 
question was ever resolved, Mr. Chairman. There 
seemed to be strong arguments advanced for both 
locations. I wonder if the Minister could upgrade me 
and the committee on the status of that facility and 
the thinking at the present time with respect to its size, 
its location and siting, and its specific function, and 
whether it is included in 1983-84 capital construction 
plans? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: There is a Westman planning 
group, I think chaired by Mr. Glen Chapman, who is 
studying the possibility of exactly where to build. We're 
also quite concerned as we saw earlier, - not concerned, 
we seemed to be encouraged - there is a possibility 
we might not need all these beds. It could be that we 
could build that as part of the General Hospital in 
Brandon. This thing should start fairly soon, though. 
We should have a report any time now and if we go 
ahead - by the way, it was two 50-bed towers and now 
there has been a change. The recommendation was 
that we go to one 100-bed, and it's a multipurpose 
building; also there'll be beds, but for services and so 
on. So, as I say, we've got a lap in our Budget, or when 
this Budget is approved we'll have over $6 million, but 
we want to make sure that we're doing the right thing. 
You were talking earlier about seeing if we can get rid 
of these institutional beds. It's possible and, eventually, 
we might close Brandon Mental Hospital and build 
certain beds in conjunction with the General Hospital, 
but that decision should be arrived at fairly soon. 

MR. L. SHERMAN: Mr. Chairman, the Minister has 
established a committee that goes by the name of the 
Mental Health Steering Committee, which is charged, 
I assume, with offering guidance and counsel to the 
Minister in respect to research and planning for mental 
health program delivery and mental health facilities in 

general. Is this a long-term planning body? Could the 

Minister sketch for the committee briefly in the moment 
remaining what the terms of reference of the committee 
consist of? 

HON. L. DESJARDINS: No, Mr. Chairman. This is a 
committee chaired by Mr. Pascoe, a director of planning 
and we've invited the Canadian Mental Health 
Association, the Social Planning Council, and the 
Manitoba Health Organization to work with us. Now, 
it took him a little while to decide, so we've proceeded; 
we've been working. We feel that this is one of our 
priorities, they were going quite. Then, these groups 
have chosen to go ahead and join us, so they've asked 
for a bit of delay. They wanted the information; we were 
ready to go. So now it would be a question of maybe 
two months or so, we should have a report. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order please. The hour is 4:30, time 
for Private Members' Hour. The committee will resume 
its sitting at 8:00 p.m. tonight. 

PRIVATE MEMBERS' HOUR 

SECOND READING - PUBLIC BILLS 
Bill NO. 36 - THE AGROLOGISTS ACT 

MR. SPEAKER, J. Walding: Order please. A Private 
Members' Hour. Second Reading of Public Bills, Bill 
No. 36, on the proposed motion of the Honourable 
Member for The Pas, standing in the name of the 
Honourable Member for Morris. (Stand) 

Bill NO. 39 - AN ACT TO VALIDATE BY
LAW 

NUMBER 1311 OF THE TOWN OF MELITA 

MR. SPEAKER: Second Reading, Bill No. 39, the 
Honourable Member for Arthur. 

MR. B. RANSOM: Stand, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Stand. 

PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS 

RES. No. 6 - HYDROGEN RESEARCH I N  
MANITOBA 

MR. SPEAKER: Proposed resolutions, on the 
understanding the members wish to hold Resolution 
No. 1. 

Resolution No. 6 - the Honourable Member for 
Thompson. 

MR. S. ASHTON: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In the 
beginning of my remarks on Resolution No. 6, which 
relates to the use of hydrogen as a fuel and development 
of the use of hydrogen specifically in Manitoba, I'd first 
like to congratulate the Member for River East, my 
colleague, for once again bringing forward what I would 
consider a very thoughtful resolution for discussion in 
this House. 

I think it's a resolution that all members could do 
well looking at, researching perhaps a bit further, 
because it's certainly an item that should be considered 
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when looking at the future of this province, Mr. Speaker. 
I would know in this regard that the Honourable Member 
for River East showed a great deal of interest in regards 
to this matter in the past. I recall over the years a 
number of letters to the editor from the Member for 
River East on this particular subject and various articles 
covering his views on this particular issue, and he 
certainly has shown a great deal of interest and 
dedication in regard to this matter. 

In moving the resolution, Mr. Speaker, one of the 
things that the Member for River East clearly pointed 
to was the great potential that lies in this particular 
area, not just for the individual users of hydrogen as 
a fuel but also for the Province of Manitoba. 

I would like to, first of all, cover the question of some 
of the particular uses that we could put this to, both 
here in Manitoba and, for that matter, across North 
America. One area which was covered quite extensively 
by the Member for River East was in terms of the 
potential to use hydrogen as a natural gas extender 
or, for that matter, as a substitute for natural gas. Since 
that is a major source of energy for home heating in 
areas such as Winnipeg and other major cit ies 
throughout Canada, it certainly is an area that should 
be looked at. I also believe it would have use in terms 
of substitute or an extender for propane, and that would 
make it of particular interest for people in areas such 
as mine, Mr. Speaker, where the use of gas is confined 
to the use of propane gas rather than natural gas. 
There are also potential uses in terms of fuel, in regard 
to fuel for airplanes. I believe the Member for lnkster 
will be discussing this matter somewhat later on. Now 
that's one general area, Mr. Speaker, that being the 
area of energy. 

There's also potential in terms of the production of 
fertilizer, particularly anhydrous ammonia, and the 
Member for River East made reference to that in his 
remarks. 

In researching some of the documents on this 
particular issues, Mr. Speaker, I'd also point out there 
is one further area where this particular process, this 
particular technology could be put to use, and that 
would be in the production of oxygen. Of course, oxygen 
has a great deal of use, not just private use, of course, 
but a great deal of industrial use in Canada at the 
present time. I know that directly, Mr. Speaker, from 
my experience working at lnco, where oxygen is vital 
to a number of the processes and work carried on at 
that particular plant. So there are various uses to which 
this could be put. 

The question then, of course, has to be in terms of 
exactly what energy content that this particular 
substance holds for it, and as the Member for River 
East pointed out, hydrogen has approximately 333 BTUs 
per 1 ,000 cubic feet, which is somewhat less than that 
of natural gas. However, that's the one side of the 
equation, the amount of energy that can be produced 
from 1 ,000 cubic feet of the substance. 

The other side one has to look at is the cost of 
producing that substance. As the Member for River 
East pointed out, if one applies the hydro rates which 
are in existence in Manitoba at the present time, to 
the conversion into a hydrogen fuel, one will find that 
the cost is very similar to that of natural gas. As a 
matter of fact, he pointed out that to make the 
equivalent of 1 ,000 cubic feet of natural gas, it would 

cost approximately 46 cents, using hydro to produce 
the hydrogen, whereas the cost of natural gas in 
Winnipeg at the present time is approximately 48 cents, 
so it's about on par with natural gas. 

One item I'd like to point out in this regard, is that 
in a community such as Thompson, and other 
communities in the North, where propane gas is used, 
hydrogen has that much more potential in terms of 
cost efficiency, because the cost of p ropane is 
approximately 40 percent more than the cost for natural 
gas in Winnipeg. I made reference to that just yesterday, 
Mr. Speaker, in regard to my suggestion that we look 
at the possibility of encouraging hydroelectric home 
heating in the North, because at the present time it is 
approximately 40 or 50 percent cheaper than heating 
via propane gas. 

Another alternative way of doing it, Mr. Speaker, is 
not directly through Hydro, but indirectly via hydro
produced hydrogen, which as the Member for River 
East pointed out, does have a great deal of economic 
potential. Now that's looking at the two areas of the 
potential in terms of energy and the cost of producing 
it. 

Another aspect also has to be looked at quite closely, 
Mr. Speaker, and that is the general feasibility of not 
only the production of this particular material but also 
the transportation and storage of it. Because while one 
may be able to produce it cheaply, if one cannot 
transport it properly, or store it properly, then it is of 
very little use to anyone. 

In looking at the feasibility, I find it has a particularly 
interesting relationship to the situation that we in the 
North are faced with. It has some particularly interesting 
possibilties in that way. The Member for River East 
pointed out, for example, that hydrogen could be 
produced via establishing a DC generator, as opposed 
to AC generator at a northern Hydro plant, presumably 
Limestone, which is the next in the order of construction. 
One could establish that DC generation, produce 
hydrogen on-site, and then pipe it further south. He, 
in fact, indicated that this might have some advantage, 
as compared to the present system of shipping AC 
hydro power down south with all the incumbent energy 
losses. 

Now, of course, the interesting angle for someone 
such as myself, representing a northern constituency, 
is that would provide a second industry. That would 
provide right in the North for a plant which would 
produce this material and as everybody in this House 
knows the fact that hydro construction c. eates a great 
deal of employment. The ongoing employment impact 
of Limestone, or any other hydro plant is very negligible. 
I believe approximately 5,000 people would be 
employed in the construction phase and only 40 people 
would be employed thereafter. The possibility of 
producing hydrogen on-site would greatly increase the 
potential for ongoing employment, Mr. Speaker, and 
would I think be greatly received by people in the North, 
because that's certainly one thing we've been looking 
for in quite a while. 

Now in looking at that particular suggestion of the 
Member for River East, I can also see another possibility, 
and that is, that if the hydrogen were to be produced 
on-site at Limestone, for example, it would certainly 
cost very little to pipe it to Thompson. And since 
Thompson is one area where, at the present time, we 
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have great deal of potential for second industries - we 
have a pretty well-established infrastructure, we have 
access to fresh water, we have access to land suitable 
for development - I feel it maybe worth looking into 
as a possibility for providing a stimulus to second 
industry to locate in Thompson, because they would 
then have close access to a form of energy which, in 
fact, would only come from approximately 100 miles 
away. So it's a very interesting possibility in that sense. 

Of course, it would have some very immediate 
possibilties in terms of saving the existing residents of 
Thompson on their present energy costs. I mentioned 
earlier that propane is approximately 40 percent more 
expensive than the natural gas that Winnipeggers 
consume, or the hydrogen that could be produced, the 
equivalent amount of hydrogen to that same amount 
of natural gas or the same amount of propane. So it 
could provide a way for northerners to cut their heating 
costs and it probably could provide a way for them to 
cut their heating costs without the same kind of Capital 
investment that would be required in a switch totally 
over from, say, propane to hydro, because that is the 
kind of thing that people are looking at at the present 
time. 

So, as I said, in looking at the feasibility of this 
particular matter, one can say that there are significant 
possibilities related to the most feasible way in which 
it could be produced, significant possibilities for the 
North. Now, as I said, that is going one stage further 
from the general cost issues and the energy potentials, 
looking at the transportation of this particular matter. 

Now there is one further step, of course, Mr. Speaker. 
One can transport it but in a lot of cases one needs 
to store it for later use. As I mentioned there's some 
talk of using it in airplanes. Obviously we need some 
way of storing it for that particular use. There's been 
some mention made of the possibility of using it as a 
fuel for automobiles. Once agan, Mr. Speaker, you need 
some way of storing it in that automobile for it to be 
used over a particular point in time. 

Now as I said, Mr. Speaker, these previous matters 
I've discussed have some potential for the North. Well, 
this perhaps has the greatest potential, because one 
way in which this could be stored is by fuel cells; by 
batteries if you like. What material would that be made 
out of, Mr. Speaker? Well, it would be made out nickel. 
Of course, in my constituency that is the major mineral 
produced at lnco. As everybody knows, we've been hit 
by the poor situation with the economy both nationally 
and internationally. We've had a decline in demand for 
nickel in recent years. If there was a major development 
in this area; if there was a major move towards 
hydrogen; if there was a major move towards the use 
of hydrogen stored in these batteries, then, Mr. Speaker, 
it would greatly assist Thompson. 

Now, to put that in perspective, I would recommend, 
if anybody has any concern about the extent to which 
this possibility is there, they should read a book "The 
Hydrogen Energy Economy" written by a number of 
authors including a Mr. Edward Dixon. It states quite 
clearly the kind of thing we're talking about, Mr. Speaker. 
It indicates a concern, not that this matter isn't feasible, 
but there might not be enough nickel available for its 
production. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. 

The Honourable Member for Minnedosa. 

MR. D. BLAKE: Yes, I'd just like to catch the author 
of that book. I wonder if the member could give us 
the author of the book. 

MR. S. ASHTON: The three authors are Edward M.  
Dickson, John W. Ryan and Marilyn H. Smulyn 
(phonetic). As I said, Mr. Speaker, this book which 
discusses the potential of hydrogen energy in quite 
some detail makes several references to the potential 
in terms of use of nickel. In fact, it says I quote: 
" Magnesium nickel hydroids could be used." It 
indicates, for example, that 530 pounds of nickel would 
be required for a car. That would mean that 265,000 
tons of nickel would be required for every one million 
cars produced. Now, to put that in perspe('tive with 
the amount of consumption of nickel in the United 
States - this is using 1973 figures which is somewhat 
dated - at that particular point in time, 195,000 tons 
was produced of which it states 180,000 were imported. 

Well, Mr. Speaker, here I think is a golden opportunity 
if we can develop this particular form of energy. We 
can not only use that energy for second industries; we 
can not only use ii in our cars and our airplanes, but 
we can use it from our own materials here in Canada. 
At the present time, with nickel, we export most of it. 
In fact, this book states - this is written by an American 
group, Mr. Speaker - that 180,000 tons out of the 
195,000 tons used in 1973 in the United States was 
imported. A lot of that is coming straight from Canada. 

So, I would suggest that there's a great possibility 
for an area like Thompson, not only to use the energy 
source directly, but also to use the indirect demand 
that we created from the development of that energy 
source from the demand for batteries for storing 
hydrogen, to export more nickel. Certainly, that is 
something that would be greatly appreciated by people 
here in Manitoba, and particularly in my constituency 
of Thompson. So, there's the potential, Mr. Speaker. 
It's quite substantial. 

The real question though, that I have and I'm sure 
other members of this House have is why haven't we 
developed that potential thus far? I'm not the only one 
and I believe the Member for Niakwa is not the only 
one. I don't believe the Member for River East is the 
only one to have noticed this potential. A report from 
the federal House of Commons entitled "Energy 
Alternatives" which was tabled 1980, specifically spoke 
on this matter, Mr. Speaker. They made three major 
recommendations. They said that we have a momentary 
advantage in this particular area at the present time. 
They said that what really is missing is a commitment 
to taking full advantage of our position here in Canada. 
They said that federal funding of hydrogen research 
and development is totally inadequate to allow Canada 
to gain or maintain, prolong the position of world 
leadership in any area of hydrogen technology. It 
indicated in this regard that the Federal Government 
should be prepared to spend up to $1 billion over the 
next five years to foster the broad development of a 
hydrogen-based energy system and establish Canada 
as a world leader in this particular area. 

So, people have seen the potential. They've outlined 
what we need, but we just haven't received it, Mr. 
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Speaker. That $1 billion commitment hasn't been 
received. There has been some development, as the 
Member for River East pointed out. Most of it has been 
funnelled in Quebec for political reasons and that is 
documented. I think that's very unfortunate. Even the 
development that has been put forward to Quebec has 
not been that substantial. 

In concluding my remarks, Mr. Speaker, I would say 
that certainly we need that billion dollar commitment. 
But as far as I'm concerned, given the great potential 
in this area, not just for developing primary industries 
- as I've pointed out, there's significant potential there 
- but, also in terms of secondary industries; the potential 
of using the material we produce here in Canada for 
our own benefit. Because of those reasons, I think it 
would be well worth the while of the Federal Government 
to invest in this particular area. 

In fact, I would suggest in this Chamber that the 
Provincial Government via the Jobs Fund; via whatever 
mechanism there is, be prepared also to move in this 
particular area. I think it would be of assistance to us. 
Regardless of that, Mr. Speaker, regardless of that great 
potential, I say unless we act now, uness we really 
push, particularly here in Manitoba where we have 
cheap hydro which is essential to the production of 
hydrogen; where we have perhaps the greatest potential 
benefit in terms of the spinouts, unless we put that 
money in; unless we put our money where our mouth 
is, once again, we're going to be left as we have been 
for many years, Mr. Speaker, simply the producers of 
natural resources. We produce it here and we ship it 
out. As we have all seen over the last 25 years or so, 
that simply does not provide us the economic base we 
need. It doesn't provide us with the employment. It 
doesn't provide us with a stable economic base. Here, 
I think, Mr. Speaker, is one potential answer. All we 
need to do, however, is to really commit ourselves to 
this potential. 

In concluding, once again Mr. Speaker, I would 
strongly urge the Federal Government to put forward 
some money for development in Manitoba in this area. 
I would urge this government as well to put money 
forward in this area. I would urge all members of the 
Assembly to join with me in making that unanimous, 
nonpartisan statement to the Federal Government and 
to the present Provincial Government that that is exactly 
what we need. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Honourable Member for lnkster. 

MR. D. SCOTT: Well. Mr. Speaker, I hope I can talk 
over my cold here and get a few words down in support 
of this resolution brought forward by my colleague, the 
Member for River East. I must admit I haven't made 
it through an awful lot of the information that he's given 
me to prime me for it, but I would like to raise a few 
points at least on the likelihood of hydrogen being our 
primary fuel as we move on towards the end of this 
century, and particularly, in the 2 i st Century. 

We're talking about the impacts and have been for 
quite some time of hydrocarbon fuels, particularly as 
it's used in automobiles, but also in power production, 
and might I say in particular, in airplane use. The reason 
I bring this up first off is because of the potential damage 

that can be done and is being done. An awful lot of 
it is scientific theory at the time being but with increasing 
use of hydrocarbon fuels and the residues that are 
escaping into the atmosphere from the pollution from 
those fuels has the capability of producing an increase 
in the temperature of the earth because of what is 
called the greenhouse effect. In other words, the light 
comes through the earth's atmosphere, but is not 
reflected out as it normally is and because of the added 
smog, if you wish, of the upper layers of the atmosphere 
it's reflected back i n  again which increases the 
temperature on the earth. 

Some project that just an increase of the world's 
temperature by, say, two degrees Celsius would have 
the impact of melting the ice caps and raising the oceans 
of this world some 25 stories which, for one thing, would 
wipe out of existence the town I grew up in; it would 
wipe out most of the Maritimes; it would wipe out an 
awful lot of Canada's seaboard to say the very least 
and also up into the St. Lawrence as well. And that 
isn't to speak of the impact that it would have 
throughout Northern Canada, along the n orthern 
reaches of the Arctic Ocean. Ecologically it would be 
just a complete disaster. Now that is scientific; in a 
way, it is some projection, some of their theorizing as 
the impact if we continue to use hydrocarbon fuels. 

I would hope that with conservation efforts that have 
taken place and are having a pretty demonstrable effect 
in reducing the amount of hydrocarbon fuels that are 
being used in Canada already and in other western 
nations in particular because we are the primary 
consumers but also the northern eastern block regions 
to say the least they are high consumers of energy as 
well. The, thank you. 

Something that is coming in as a potential 
replacement for the hydrocarbon fuels and one hopes 
that the hydrocarbon fuels will have - in a way it's a 
bit odd to say I suppose - but I do hope that before 
this greenhouse effect comes into place we'll have 
moved on to other forms of cleaner energy. It's a very 
good possibility that the hydrocarbon fuels as we know 
them today will have been depleted to a large extent 
- at least of the ready oil supplies. 

There's some good news on the horizon in hydrogen 
development and I wish, Mr. Speaker, that I could claim 
some sort of heritage link to the chap by the name of 
Dr. David Scott, who's the Executive Director of the 
newly-formed Institute for Hydrogen Systems. 
Unfortunately, in checking my family tree I don't see 
his name appearing there anywhere. But I>"! is probably 
the world's expert in developing hydrogen as a form 
of fuel, not simply an alternatative form for what we 
have today, but as a primary source of fuel for the 
future. It's not a source of fuel, if you wish, that is not 
renewable. It's using elements that they use in hydrogen 
and replacing that hydrogen back into the air in a form 
of water because that is what happens when you 
combust with hydrogen and oxygen.  What you get 
coming out the exhaust or out of the smoke stacks is 
a water vapour. 

Now, when you're usin g  hydrogen which is 
environmentally benign as Dr. Scott says -
(Interjection) - I wish it was my brother. My brother 
unfortunately is not quite into hydrogen research .  

The potential a n d  the future for the world i n  looking 
at an environmentally benign fuel which is something 
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that we've never had before and never produced for 
ourselves before either, and especially as the world's 
population is concentrated into urban centres like ours, 
it is exceptionally important that we move as quickly 
as we can towards developing research to develop 
hydrogen as a likely fuel to be placed in most of our 
hydrocarbon-based fuels. 

There is approximately three times the energy in 
hydrogen that there is in gasoline and in burning in 
other hydrocarbons such as wood, coal and oil. The 
hydrogen is not simply an energy source as much as 
it is an energy currency. It is much like our rivers and 
harnessing our rivers. You don't consume the water 
that passes through. You use the water going through, 
yes, but because the rivers are replenished through 
the natural system of water cycle on the earth, you're 
not using and consuming the resource. So instead of 
it being an energy source such as coal or oil which you 
mine or you drill for and consume and have nothing 
left out of it other than pollutants after it is burned, 
here you have something that's contributing back as 
a primary source into the water cycle of the earth. 

Now, much attention has been put forward the last 
few days on the space shuttle, a tremendously 
successful flight so far. The space shuttle, I think 
everyone here appreciates, is powered by hydrogen. 
Hydrogen has been used as a primary source or fuel 
source in space flights for a couple of decades now, 
I think it started with the Apollo missions. What they 
have found and what they're moving forward to, as 
well, is to put in it not just for space ventures, but 
Lockheed in particular using a 1011 as a experimental 
plane, is currently working on the fueling of a large -
I think they are about 500-passenger jet planes - fueled 
by hydrogen. 

Now, the hydrogen fuel, although it would be in liquid 
form and used in the plane, and stored in what they 
call a cryogenic or a super-cold tank because it has 
to be super-refrigerated for it to be in liquid state, even 
with the much heavier tanks than it is for conventional 
turbo fuelled jet aircraft, the increased - I think it's 
about 2.75 or 2.8 times - the amount of energy in an 
equivalent amount of liquid hydrogen compared to a 
turbo fuel or gasoline even. The amount of fuel that 
one need carry and the weight of that fuel is substantially 
less even with the heavier tanks than is the conventional 
systems we're using today. So, the aviation industry 
gains and starts from the use of hydrogen, uses a fuel 
that they would not have the pollution problems that 
they have today. They would not have, in particular, 
the problems with the erosion of the ozone layer which 
high-flying jet aircraft do cause problems for in that 
the emissions from the jet aircraft, from the hydrocarbon 
fuels is known to be eating away that very critical 
element, the ozone layer. With that being eaten away, 
it could have disastrous effects, to say the least, for 
all of us down below here on planet Earth. So, that 
would be the introduction on this environmentally 
benign fuel at a much higher level so that the impacts 
of increased flights and especially high-altitude flights 
in the future, as I suspect there won't be any great 
drop-off in jet travel, when we come into the 21st 
Century and through the 21st and 22nd Centuries, using 
an environmentally benign fuel which leaves nothing 
but water vapor behind would be a tremendous asset 
towards the prevention of the degradation of the ozone 
layer. 

They are also looking at it for vehicles and the primary 
source of storage will not likely be liquid fuel, but rather 
be used in metal hydrides which absorb the hydrogen 
and store it in a state which can later be released from 
these metal hydrides. The drawback on this right now 
is that the metals that they have worked with to date 
are exeptionally heavy. For instance, on some 
experimental vehicles that they're using them on, they 
have to equip the vehicles with super suspensions to 
keep the car from bellying out because of the heavy 
weight of the metal hydrides. 

For fleet vehicles, for buses and particularly for trains, 
I would suppose, although I'd prefer to see direct 
electricity used for trains, it makes some degree of 
sense to be looking at hydrogen as either a primary 
fuel or as a fuel enricher, because as you have more 
hydrogen in the fuel, the purer the fuel, the more potent 
the fuel. So, if you can mix hydrogen with a lower grade 
of fuel instead of having the high cost of refining to 
the higher distillates that we do right now. 

By injecting hydrogen into those fuels, say diesel fuel 
or kerosene even, one improves the grade and the 
combustibility of that fuel substantially. One also, by 
doing that, reduces the amount of fuel that has to be 
carried in the vehicle and with the much smaller units 
the storage, again, either through the liquid hydrides 
in smaller containers or smaller amounts or possibly 
going again to the cryogenic tank storage for the liquid 
hydrogen. 

For Manitoba, it really makes an awful lot of sense 
for us to try and encourage the Federal Government 
to participate alongside us, as they are currently doing 
in Ontario and I believe also in Quebec, with some 
assistance, towards the developing of hydrogen as a 
fuel using primarily an electrolysis process from excess 
electricity that is being produced. 

!\low, Quebec, as we all know, has produced well 
over its capacity in electricity. Ontario, through their 
nuclear program, has done the very same thing. I fear 
that one of the things that Ontario, in their efforts to 
develop a hyrogen research and a hydrogen industry 
in their province is to keep the economics and to 
subsidize in a way the operation of the nuclear power 
plants there. And that, I don't think is a very wise thing 
for us as a society to be extending and to try and 
perpetuate because, quite frankly, the nuclear power 
plants are a pig in a poke. They're never going to be 
economic. 

In the U.S. the things are closing up like flies, virtually. 
There aren't any new ones being approved. The 
financiers are running away from them. We've just had 
a couple of huge utilities go under because of their 
debts and money they have already spent and now the 
investors will not continue to contribute more money 
in!o the building of the nuclear power stations because 
they just don't feel they'll ever get their money back 
out of them again. The risks are just too high. 

So, if Ontario, in trying to go into hydrogen is going 
to be trying to use hydrogen as another form, another 
way, to further subsidize their current nuclear power 
program, I think they'll end up giving hydrogen more 
of a bad name, rather than a good name. 

The other countries - I'll stick with other provinces 
first - of Quebec, as the Honourable Member for River 
East pointed out, a joint venture going on between 
Noranda and Electrolizer Corporation are already in 
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labs and producing some research and I understand 
at Hydro Quebec's research facility at Varennes which 
is near Montreal, three cells are presently converting 
80 percent of their electricity into hydrogen. 

We, in Manitoba, have a fairly significant surplus of 
electricity as well and in using and developing more 
efficient ways via catalysts in the water or whatever 
else may be discovered as time goes on for the 
separation of water into its basic elements, one has 
the potential in Manitoba of developing another home
grown energy source. 

That is why, I think the Member for River East brought 
this whole resolution forward, to look at the best 
possible ways that we could be using our surplus 
electrical capacity in Manitoba to the benefit of 
Manitobans, in producing jobs in the hydrogen plant 
development and the research which goes along before 
that, it will probably take 15 to 20 years before we get 
it to a stage where it's going to be commercially viable. 
But then, at the end of that 15 or 20 years, we are 
going to be spending many times the amount of money 
under much more urgent conditions than if we start 
the research process now so that in 15 or 20 years 
when that time comes along when we're able to start 
substituting energy forms, we'll be that much further 
ahead of the game and, in fact, be a province that can 
be exporting technology instead of importing it. 

The development in Manitoba could be used to 
supplement natural gas. Tests have been done that 
use, I believe, up to 10 percent in a mixture with natural 
gas which both enhances the natural gas' cleanliness 
and its energy potential. When you get above that one, 
I understand, with the present types of pipes that they're 
using, not being hard enough, being too porous, you 
start losing your hydrogen through the pipes. So in the 
development - and that's another part of the research 
along the side of it, of using in conjunction with lnco 
their research facilities in Thompson and in Sudbury 
towards developing, if better nickel alloys are needed 
to cut down on the permeability of the metals for the 
transportation of hydrogen, then we'll be that much 
further ahead then and be producing pipe here in 
Manitoba for export. There's a very good possibility 
of that, and when we're talking that some period down 
the line we've got to start looking at future industrial 
expansion, looking at areas that are going to be creating 
and providing the jobs for the 21st century. 

All of this, Mr. Speaker, it's I guess fine words. I think 
we, as a province, are willing to put forward some funds, 
I would think, towards the development of a research 
facility, but it's just beyond our capability to do it all 
on our own and to get a good progressive institute 
working here to bring in the people such as Dr. David 
Scott and his institute on hydrogen systems. It is using 
a joint effort between the Federal and the Provincial 
Governments to bring together our expertise and our 
commitment towards entering into the supply in the 
future of not simply in energy source, but in energy 
currency, which makes the prospects for hydrogen so 
exciting for Manitoba. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for the time and the 
opportunity to address the Assembly on this most 
important issue. Thank you once again. 

MR. SPEAKER: Are you ready for the question? The 
Honourable Minister of Natural Resources. 

HON. A. MACKUNG: Mr. Speaker, I rise to contribute 
to the discussion of this question. I'm somewhat 
surprised, Mr. Speaker, that members of the opposition 
have shown absolutely no interest in the question. -
(Interjection) - Well, Mr. Speaker, there's an indication 
that they're all in favour of it. 

Mr. Speaker, it would be more indicative of support 
if members opposite put themselves on record in a 
formal way by standing up and indicating the reasons 
why they are in favour of this resolution. Mr. Speaker, 
honourable members remind me in their blowing up 
and puffing up on this question . . . 

A MEMBER: . . . this program for years now, so you're 
just getting caught up. Let it pass. 

HON. A. MACKllNG: Mr. Speaker, the Honourable 
Member for Sturgeon Creek reminds me of the disaster 
when the Hindenburg blew up. He's continually blowing 
up in this House . Mr. Speaker, the fact that the 
Hindenburg blew up and all of the bad publicity that 
was occasioned by that disaster set back the cause 
for the development of hydrgoen as a fuel for many, 
many decades. There's no question but if it hadn't been 
for that disaster, there certainly would have been 
evolution and development of this energy resource far 
more rapidly. 

But, Mr. Speaker, let's look at the alternative fuels 
and look at hydrogen in comparison to them. Today 
in our society we have governments everywhere 
throughout the world and in Canada - no exception -
evolving very, very substantial systems for energy 
development based on nuclear power. We are doing 
that in our society, Mr. Speaker, without having resolved 
the very critical decisions, the very critical solutions, 
to what we do with the waste product from those 
systems. We have a potential environmental disaster 
throughout the world because we have growing 
quantities of nuclear waste with no sure way of 
determining how to handle these wastes, Mr. Speaker. 
Can you imagine an intelligent, enlightened society 
embark on energy programs without having evolved 
critical answers to the disposal of the waste product? 
It really is surprising, Mr. Speaker, that we, in our society, 
have blindly gone along with systems like that, and for 
many, many years we've gone along with systems that 
are creating tremendous amounts of pollution at 
horrendous environmental cost and only laterally have 
we started to question the cost to our environment. 

Mr. Speaker, it is commonplace now to read in the 
newspaper or hear on television the concerns about 
acid rain. What occasions acid rain, Mr. Speaker? Well, 
it's the use of other energy forms to fuel industry that 
is occasioning massive global environmental pollution. 
Mr. Speaker, it is long past time that we can sit back 
and say, well, we'll reduce pollution appreciably; we 
will put in scrubbers; we will try to wash the coal; we 
will devise ways to try and clean up the energy sources 
we're now using. We still ,  even with all of the 
improvements, the scrubbing effects, and so on, of 
using conventional hydrocarbons are still going to be 
contributing significant amounts of pollution to our 
environment and, Mr. Speaker, that environmental 
pollution has built up to the point where now even the 
most reluctant legislator, parlimentarian, even the most 
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reluctant industrialist, now recognizes that there is a 
growing cost to the environmental disaster that is 
occurring with acid rain. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, what have we got in alternative? 
What kind of clean fuels can we use? Well, we have 
natural gas and we have very substantial quantities of 
that. There's no question but that there is a time limit 
to the resource we have. At one stage, both in Manitoba 
and elsewhere, it was considered that our reserves in 
natural gas were very small and, actually, Mr. Speaker, 
there was a time when Winnipeg Central Gas would 
not allow further hookups on the system because there 
had been a shutting off of the valve of natural gas 
eastward. But we know that has changed now; 
apparently we have got lots of natural gas, but we know 
that fuel source will end one day. 

But in hydrogen fuel we have virtually an inexhaustible 
fuel, Mr. Speaker, because as the Honourable Member 
for lnkster has pointed out, what you do is you convert 
it from water to hydrogen and oxygen, and then, when 
it's consumed it releases its energy, it goes back into 
a water form. Mr. Speaker, this is, as some people 
indicate, the wonder fuel of the future. There are untold 
benefits in connection with the use of hydrogen fuel. 
As has been pointed out, imagine our being able to 
operate vehicles - (Interjection) - You know, Mr. 
Speaker, talking about wonder, I wonder sometimes 
about the Honourable Member for Tuxedo. Sometimes, 
he wonders aloud from his seat and he puts on a 
wonderful exhibition of nothingness. Mr. Speaker, I really 
think that if he wanted to address a serious concern, 
he would have an opportunity to speak on this 
resolution. 

Mr. Speaker, in the use of hydrogen energy, we have 
an opportunity to clean up our act. As the Honourable 
Member for lnkster pointed out - and members over 
there paid very little attention - environmental scientists 
will tell you, we have a growing environmental threat 
with the residues that are left by the fantastic tons of 
pollution that are released by jet engines from aircraft 
in our atmosphere. There is a continuous curtain of 
that material developing. We don't know the cost, Mr. 
Speaker. We have begrudgingly in many ways, I confess, 
Mr. Speaker, recognized the problems of pollution in 
our society. 

Witness. for example, the other day the Honourable 
Member for Tuxedo, Mr. Speaker, showing his concern 
with the Minister of Environment about the lead pollution 
in our city. Why have we got lead pollution? We've got 
lead pollution because we've been burning hydrocarbon 
energy for 100 years - well, it's not 100 years, it's 
somewhat close to 100 years - in the internal 
combustion engines that fuel transportation in this 
continent. 

Mr. Speaker, we have used fuels, we have used dirty 
fuels. We've added chemicals and minerals to those 
fuels to try and make them more effective, but we know 
that we have an energy resource that's clean, efficient 
and remarkably available in great quantities. We have, 
in this province, a source of energy; we have hydro
electric energy untapped, Mr. Speaker. 

The Federal Government recognizes the value of this 
hydrogen fuel and yet it's doing very, very little to 
promote the development of this source. Now, one 
wonders why. · 1s it because they have an existing oil 
and gas establishment that has fantastic lobbies with 

the Federal Government to ensure that before we will 
look to a clean, alternate energy source, we must pay 
homage to the oil and gas barons that control this 
world? 

Mr. Speaker, this world has paid homage to those 
who control energy sources for a hundred years. It is 
self-evident that the cost of energy is a significant 
component of our industrial development. When the 
cartel in the Middle East decided that they were going 
to get a greater share of revenue that is produced from 
their energy source, what did it do to Western Society? 
It caused a significant disruption; it caused a significant 
inflation in cost and we were relatively helpless as a 
nation, as a continent, as a group of western people, 
to deal with that situation. Why? Because we hadn't 
spent the time, we hadn't spent the effort, we hadn't 
developed the research to develop fuels the.I we have 
right here on this continent, in plenty. 

Mr. Speaker, I think the Federal Government knows 
that there is this abundant source of alternate fuel. The 
honourable members of the opposition apparently are 
entusiastically in favour of this source of energy and 
they're prepared to sit back and say nothing about it. 
Mr. Speaker, the Member for Thompson indicated 
another exceptionally significant way in which this fuel 
can be safely stored and transported, and we have 
developed systems now where this isn't a dangerous 
fuel, it isn't about to blow up like the Member for 
Sturgeon Creek. We can control this energy source in 
a safe and reasonable manner. So, Mr. Speaker, given 
these facts, why is it that Manitobans are not standing 
up and becoming excited and enthusiastic about the 
development of a resource which will be a leader in 
North America? 

The honourable members over there heckle, jeer and 
make light of this issue. I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that 
it is a very significant issue in our society. Not only in 
this process do we have - (Interjection) - Mr. Speaker, 
the honourable members in their continuous heckling 
opposite, remind me of the last visit I had to the zoo. 
From time to time I feel like I should reach in my pocket 
and find a peanut to throw them. It's very similar. 

Mr. Speaker, I hear the Honourable Member for L' 
Verendrye making strange noises from his seat. 
assume that he's had something that he really couldn't 
digest very well at lunch. - (Interjection) - Yes, it's 
some sort of gas. I wouldn't suggest it's hydrogen. 

MR. R. BANMAN: From the peanut in your pocket. 

HON. A. MACKLING: Mr. Speaker, not only in the 
process of using water generated electricity do we 
produce a clean fuel, a marvelous fuel, to utilize in our 
industrial base, but we also get a by-product. We get 
oxygen, Mr. Speaker, oxygen that is a lifesaver, that is 
used throughout the world to save life. We've heard a 
lot, from time to time in this House, about mega projects 
the honourable members talked about. Well, Mr. 
Speaker, here is a real mega project; a mega project 
that should challenge members opposite to want to be 
enthusiastically supporting this resolution because the 
limits are boundless. We have the energy. The same 
water that fuels the turbines, that spins the turbines 
generating the power, the same water can be broken 
down, through electrolysis, to produce these two 
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marvelous components, hydrogen and oxygen, 
hydrogen that will do so much for us in transportation, 
in fueling our industrial base cleanly, eliminating 
environmental pollution because what we do is take 
the water from the river, generate the power from that 
swiftly moving water, break down the water into 
hydrogen and oxygen and when we consume them we 
return them to water. 

SOME HONOURABLE MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

HON. A. MACKLING: Mr. Speaker, not only is this a 
wonderful fuel, not only is it the fuel of the future but 
it completes the economic cycle. It completes an 
ecological cycle, what we take out we put back. Instead 
of our showering our friends south of us with acid rain 
from fuels we burn to create energy or fuels we burn 
in our industrial plants we shower water on them. Surely 
it's time in our society that we started to look in a 
significant way about the development of this resource. 
The kind of research that is necessary is very, very 
substantial. I don't suggest for a moment that given 
our present financial situation that we can afford the 
kind of undertaking that's necessary to develop a pilot 
plant up there on the Nelson River using the electric 
power that we are now selling in fairly significant 
quantities to the United States. Mr. Speaker, I would 
far rather, with the assistance of the Federal 

Government, we set up a plant there and start to 
develop hydrogen not only to use here as in energy 
but to be able to sell oxygen, life-giving oxygen, 
throughout this North American continent. 

Mr. Speaker, the potential is enormous, the future is 
challenging in respect to this source of energy. What 
it needs are men and women of courage and intestinal 
fortitude and political will to stand up and be counted 
in support of real progress. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. The time being 5:30, 
when we next reach this resolution the honourable 
member will have two minutes remaining. The Chair 
will accept a motion to adjourn. 

The Honourable Minister of Natural Resources. 

HON. A. MACKLING: Mr. Speaker, subject to the 
understanding that Law Amendments Committee, I 
believe, will be meeting at 8:00 o'clock, correct? 

I move, then, seconded by the Honourable Member 
for Lakeside that the House do now adjourn. Health 
Estimates in Committee of Supply continues here too, 
I understand, Mr. Speaker. 

MOTION presented and carried and the House 
adjourned and stands adjourned until 10:00 a .m. 
tomorrow. ( Friday) 
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